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VPREFACE
The main ideas for the work included in this 
volume were formulated while I was holding an S.R.C. 
Research Studentship in the Department of Theoretical 
Physics, University of St. Andrews, during the period 
October 1967 - March 1970. The tidying up of these 
ideas (the hardest part) was completed under the 
auspices of the Department of Mathematics, University of 
Canterbury, New Zealand.
The thesis divides naturally into two parts.
Part I raises, and in some cases answers, questions 
concerning symmetry in classical mechanics. §l-§4- is 
largely an attempt to tidy-up some left-overs from my 
earlier M.Sc. thesis. §5 and §6 treat the problem of 
the correspondence between Lie groups of transformations 
and realizations of Lie algebras in terms of infinitely- 
differentiable functions on phase space. The main result 
(Theorem 6,4) shows that the assumption of the existence 
of a realization puts an upper limit on the rank of the 
algebra.
The heart of the thesis (covering three-quarters of 
the volume) is section II on the quantization of 
classical systems, §1 lists axioms desirable in any
quantization rule for the  ^functions of the q^s'. The
VI
momentum observables are introduced in §2 prior to their 
quantization in §4, §5 essentially shows how conven­
tional quantum mechanics fits into this scheme of things. 
By progressive specialization from a general manifold 
to a vector space, from a general quantization scheme 
to one which is linear on the linear momentum functions, 
and finally to an entirely well-behaved (admissible) 
quantization rule, into which conventional quantum 
mechanics fits nicely, we obtain in §7-§9 results which 
become progressively more and more powerful. The final 
theorem (Theorem 9,2) is perhaps the most significant of 
all. This result states that there exists a class of 
functions, which contains all functions of the q ’s and 
functions of the p*s and all momentum observables and 
which is closed with respect to any linear canonical 
transformation L; a rule A assigning a unique self- 
adjoint operator to each such function a unitary 
operator corresponding to L and an equation 
k(f O L) = WZ'^hfWj^.
I am indebted to the Science Research Council for 
the financial support for this work and to Professor R.B. 
Dingle for the gaining of that support in the first place 
and for numerous other things. Finally I wish to express 
my great appreciation for the generous help given by my
vil
supervisor. Dr. J.F. Cornwell, from the very inception 
of this work right to the very end.
Chvistohurah, New Zeatand P. B. GUEST
March 4^  1972
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abstract
The thesis divides naturally into two parts.
Part I raises, and in some cases answers, questions 
concerning symmetry in classical mechanics. §l-§4 is 
largely an attempt to tidy-up some left-overs from my 
earlier M.Sc. thesis. §5 and §6 treat the problem of 
the correspondence between Lie groups of transformations 
and realizations of Lie algebras in terms of infinitely- 
differentiable functions on phase space. The main result 
[Theorem 6,4') shows that the assumption of the existence 
of a realization puts an upper limit on the rank of the 
algebra.
The heart of the thesis (covering three-quarters of 
the volume) is section II on the quantization of 
classical systems. §1 lists axioms desirable in any 
quantization rule for the ’functions of the q’s’. The 
momentum observables are introduced in §2 prior to their 
quantization in §4. §5 essentially shows how conven­
tional quantum mechanics fits into this scheme of things. 
By progressive specialization from a general manifold 
to a vector space, from a general quantization scheme 
to one which is linear on the linear momentum functions, 
and finally to an entirely well-behaved (admissible) 
quantization rule, into which conventional quantum 
mechanics fits nicely, we obtain in §7-§9 results which 
become progressively more and more powerful. The final 
theorem (Theorem 9.2') is perhaps the most significant of 
all. This result states that there exists a class of
functions, which contains all functions of the q ’s and 
functions of the p ’s and all momentum observables and 
which is closed with respect to any linear canonical 
transformation L; a rule A assigning a unique self- 
adjoint operator to each such function f; a unitary 
operator corresponding to L and an equation 
A(f o A) =
And I "proceeded to give my heart to knowing wis-dom 
and to knowing madness^ and I have come to know folly^ 
that this too is a striving after wind. For in the 
abundance of wisdom there is an abundance of vexation^ 
so that he that increases knowledge increases pain.
King Solomon {Ecclesiastes 1: 17-18)
SYMMETRY IN CLASSICAL MECHANICS
The concept of symmetry in classical mechanics is 
not new. Apart from the well-known three-dimensional 
rotational symmetry of a Hamiltonian with a spherically 
symmetric potential, the idea that other hidden symmetries 
may be present was recognized as long ago as 19 3 3 when 
Klein (see Hulthen [1]) showed that the Hamiltonian for 
the Kepler problem possesses a symmetry group (locally) 
isomorphic to the four-dimensional rotation group. The 
Hamiltonian for the three-dimensional harmonic oscillator 
has been shown to have SV(^) as a symmetry group 
(Bargmann [1]; Fradkin [1]). A representative review of 
these and other questions of classical symmetries will 
be found in the author * s M.Sc. thesis (Guest [1]).
An attempt to generalize these results to a wider 
class of Hamiltonians and to more general groups has been 
the cause of much conjecture recently. In particular, a 
number of papers have been written on the problem of find­
ing canonical realizations of Lie groups and their 
corresponding Lie algebras. A detailed general theory 
has been given by Pauri and Prosperi [1] concerning
general Lie groups and by Mukunda [1] concerning semi- 
8impie Lie algebras. Specializations to the rotation 
group (Pauri and Prosperi [2]) and the Galilei group 
(Pauri and Prosperi [3]) have also been given. Almost 
all of the literature, however, is implicitly concerned 
with local properties; indeed, it is a topic of great 
concern of deciding when a given local realization of a 
Lie algebra can be extended and hence defined globally. 
See, for example. Guest and Bors [1] on the problem of 
the 0(4) symmetry of the hydrogen atom.
For the present we shall restrict ourselves to the 
case of a single particle moving throughout three- 
dimensional space R® under the influence of a central 
potential F. The classical Hamiltonian in Cartesian 
coordinates will be
^ = -^<v\ +p\ +p\> +
and in polar coordinates
Here m is the mass of the particle, (qi^ qz) and
(p ^  ^ Pg, p g) are the position and momentum coordinates; 
(r, 8, P qj P^) are defined by
qi == r sin 0 cos (|) 
q z  ^  r  sin 0 sin (|) 
qz - T cos 0j
(Z)
Pr = Pe = P* = sin" ef|. (4)
where t is the time. We have the following relations 
among the variables:
= Pl^l P 2?2 +P3(?3,
+ q| P q = î’C^sPy- "’P3'' C5J
P(j, = <?1P2 - <?2Pl.
The Poisson Bracket of two suitably differentiable 
functions f and g of the six variables (qi^ qz^ qz, pij 
p 2.3 V%) can be defined by
§1. Definition of the vectors S and £.
The fact that higher symmetries in classical 
mechanics are connected with extra constants of motion 
suggests that, in the case of a single particle at least, 
we attempt to analyse the set of all constants of motion 
possessed by a given system. Since a function f is a 
constant of motion iff Ifj Hi = 0 , this equation will, in
principle, provide us with all the information we 
require. With H given by (2) we obtain
fr K ' P '  ill’ 6 ||-
We now briefly review the properties of the vectors 
B and £ which are constants of motion obtained from the 
solutions of this equation. Define the angular 
momentum vector L by
£  - r X (8 )
then B = — [(r x L) cos G ^  rL sin G] , (9)
£  = sin C? -f rB cos G] , (1 0 )
where L = }/l \ -h L\ + L\ and
dvG =
r y/ ( ^  -- V ( r ) ) r - 1
L and E - H being considered as constants in the inte­
gration. (Guest [1])*.
The following relations exist between B and Ci
* B as defined here is equal to minus that defined in this reference.
r(B X c)
(Ç XL) 
(L X B)
à.
s.
c.
(1 2 )
In addition, all rows and columns of the matrix
I
L
LI Lz 1 3
Bi Bz Bi
Cl Cz Caj
(13)
are orthonormal. It can be verified that the following 
Poisson Bracket commutation relations are satisfied:
(14)
IB., B.l =
^3 =
where k) is in cyclic order. Thus the sets
{B1 B 2j B 3 ^ Bij B 3 } and {B i ^ B 2 ^ B 3 ^ (7i, 6*2  ^ C z}
are each realizations of V z , the Lie algebra of the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group. Furthermore, using the 
relations (1 2 ) ^ it can be verified that
£l = C^, IC^, Ll = -B^,
IB., C.I = L, (16)
[ B ., C . ]] — 0 , (% ^ 3  )d
showing that (formally, at least) we have a ten-dimensiona.' 
algebra spanned by the set {L^ Bi, Lz^ Ba^ B % B 3,
Cl, C 2, C 3} and containing two copies of Dz as 
subalgebras.
§2. The Case of Circular Orbits.
All. of this argument is purely formal; indeed, when
we look more closely at the actual functions B C% %
we find that they are not at all well-behaved functions 
in general; in one case, at least, the component B 3 
possesses a discontinuity at each of an infinite set of 
points in phase space. For an algebra of functions 
defined on phase space to generate a group of trans­
formations, it is necessary that the functions be real­
valued and infinitely differentiable and that their 
respective vector fields be complete. While the 
vectors B and £  are certainly real where they are defined, 
the second condition does not hold while the third is 
entirely fortuitous at this stage ,
It is found that the main difficulty occurs with 
Hamiltonians for which circular motion is possible: the 
integrand of G is which is not defined for
circular orbits (p " 0). Consequently, we are led to 
define a new vector constant of motion which is closely 
related to the vectors B and C_ and which vanishes for
circular motion. The simplest form for such a vector
will be
L)B^+y\i^(E, B)£. (17)
We require also that the components of this vector shall 
satisfy the same commutation relations as those of B or
C. This last condition puts the following restriction 
on the functions ^ 2 '
= 1 + (18)Jj
for some function h of E, With this understanding, the
set {Bi, Bz, B A 13 Az, A 3} is a realization of the Lie
algebra B z • If we introduce another vector J , linearly 
independent of A, and of the form
(A, D B t  <^^(E, B;C,
with (|)5 + (j>| = 1 + B
for some function t of A, and demand that the set
{B_, B 1 j Bz, Bsj AI j Az, A 3, cT 1, e/z, «T’a} shall be a ten-
dimensional algebra with the additional commutation 
relations the analogues of (16)^ we find that we cannot 
do so unless h = 0, The first and second of equations 
(16)^ for example, would have the analogues
£l = LI = -K^.
For these equations to hold, it is straightforward to 
verify that we must have
However, using these values for (j)i and <j)2 5 we find that
= (i|)f 7 - +  ('b |+
= ( 1  )L.L-
This equation is the analogue of the third of equations 
(16). We obtain an algebra iff h ~ 0. Since ij^i and 
^ 2  are each required to vanish for circular orbits, it 
is clear that we cannot take h to be zero. Thus the 
generators of the symmetry group have been made 
continuous at the expense of destroying the supposed 
higher symmetry given by equations (16), It may be 
remarked here that for Hamiltonians for which circular 
motion is not possible, we are free to take h = 0  i.n 
(18) and in this case the higher symmetry is preserved. 
The most obvious examples are the free particle and a
particle in a repulsive Coulomb potential; in each case 
B and £  may be evaluated explicitly and are found to be 
infinitely differentiable (almost) everywhere.
The actual determination of h in the general case 
is difficult. Since for a circular orbit , we
must have
L ^
Q
Also, Hamilton* s equations of motion give
mV^(r_) ~  g- , (20)o r
where the subscript c refers to the case of a circular 
orbit. Substitution of (20) into (19) gives
H = ir F V r  ) f V(r ) . (21)C O G  Q
Formally, we can argue as follows: Elimination of 
between (2 0 ) and (2 1 ) will give a relation between 
and B  ^ from which can be obtained, on solving for B^^, 
an expression involving B^ only. If we now write E
for E and h(E) for -B  ^ we obtain an expression h(E)G O
which is equal to -B^ in the case of circular orbits. 
Thus l-f-h(E)/L^ will be a continuous function which 
vanishes for circular orbits. Identifying the function 
h in this manner, we can now look upon r as a parameter 
0) having range (B, °°) ; (2 0 ) and (2 1 ) can therefore be
written
10
h = -wüJ^F'rco; (22)
E = # F  Vw) f (23)
which gives a parametric representation of h(E), A 
necessary and sufficient condition tovh(E) to be well- 
defined is that whenever E(w\) = A (0)2) for some values 
0)1 5 0)2 of 0), then A(o)i) - %(0)2). This is clearly 
satisfied if A(o)j is a strictly increasing or strictly 
decreasing function. Furthermore, h(E) ^ as given by 
(22) and (23)^ is defined only for those values of E
assumed by the right side of (23). These values may
not exhaust the totality of possible values as given 
by the Hamiltonian. In this case, we may extend h to 
these values also, at the same time preserving if 
possible the properties of continuity, differentiability 
etc..
We note that
dh
d(ù •mo)2 [o)F"(o)) f 37' (o))]
so that
dh -2mo)
/ Üor 0) = y (24)
where p = ~-h/2 m .
11
Substitution in (22j and (23J gives differential 
equations for p :
E = k
5/2
V ' Æ
dE V
dp
which 5 however, are of more academic than practical 
interest.
Solving (23) for 7, we find
V((si) — 0) 0)A (W) dl}^ f
where k is arbitrary. Choosing A(w) to be the 1 - 1  
function
(28)
where g E ( - -2) U (-2, 0 ) h) ( and a 7^  0  ^ so that
we can be sure that h(E) is defined, we obtain from (27)
V(iii) - 0^)
(SB) how gives
or, from
h(E) ■mas Aa n  f
® 7-2mk. C50;
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If we let
E(ii^ ) = a/Sü)^, (a 7^ 0) (31)
we obtain from (27)
7 (0)) = In 0) f (32)0) li)
and from (2 2 )^
% (o)) -  2ma In iji - ma t 2mk^
I.e.
h(E) - ma In (a/2E) - m a t  2mk. (33)
In the case
A(o)) = B, (34)
we obtain from (27)
V(ui) ~ k/o)^. (35)
Substitution in (22) now gives
h(bi) = 2 mkj,
so that h(E) can be defined in this case also:
h(E) - 2mk. (36)
With the values k = B, 8 = 2 ,  (30) gives the
function h in the case of the oscillator:
V((jô) = ao)^ .
h(E) = (37)
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and in this case the range of the right side of (28) is 
equal to that of the Hamiltonian. Similarly, the values 
k = B, s ~ - 1  ^ give
V(bi) - a/w
h(E) - ma^/2E,
The right side of (28) is in this case equal to a/2o) and 
if a < B its range is equal to 0) so that (38) is
defined initially only for negative values of A.
However, there is no continuous extension of h for positive 
values of A; indeed, it is well-known that the hydrogen 
atom possesses two distinct symmetry groups according as 
the energy is less than or greater than zero.
§3. The Coulomb Potential.
With V(r) - we obtain from (11)
G = sin - ma^rp/m^a^ f 2mEL^
and substitution in (9) gives
ma I L(;qx L - - ^ P ;
+ 2 mEL^B
maMultiplication by /1 f 2 EL^ > obtained from (38)^ gives 
the expression
14
/éïï
As a function depending on , this vector is pure 
imaginary for E <  0 and real for E> 0. If we define
1 2 B I (p X L 2»; , (40)/ 2 m IE I '’2- ^  ■ r >
r & x w ] .  r4i;
7where E ^ 0  ^ and £  = ?J  ^ we obtain for g > (? two
copies of the algebra D 2 , namely {&i, 5 2  ^ 13j Bi, B 2  ^ B 3} 
and {Bi, B 2j Bsj B 1 B 3}, the generators of which
are continuous functions differentiable almost every­
where. In the region B < B we obtain two copies of the 
compact form of D 2 (the Lie algebra of B 4). B as given 
by (40) is of course the Lenz vector (Lenz [1]).
For future use we remark here upon the commutation 
relations between B and £. With ipi = /it ma^/2EL^^
\p2 ~ 0 in (17)^ it follows from the discussion following 
(18) that the relations
IB^, Bl = Bl = -B^ (4^)
are satisfied.
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§4. The Two-Body Problem.
The Hamiltonian for a system of two particles of 
masses mi and moving under a potential depending only
upon the distance apart of the particles is
1 P| p|® = 2m rp| + ^  ;
2 , Pe Pô
Here r, 0, (j), etc. refer to the relative coordinates and 
r , §5 $5 etc. to the centre of mass coordinates; 
m - mim^/(m\ -h mz) is the reduced mass; in = mi + mz is the 
total mass.
The constants of motion can be found by solving an 
equation similar to (7); they can be conveniently written 
in the following form :
 ^3 J ^ 1 a ^ Zj ^3j ^ 1 ^ Zs ^ 3 »
 ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^^  ^ n ' r 4 4 j
I z^  %3; j bz> S 3; Si3 Qz^ 03; &;
For the relative motion, Z-i, ^2 ? ^ 3 are the angular momentui 
components; B 1 , 2?2 5 B 3 and <225 ^ 3  are the components
of the vectors B and a_ analogous to the vectors B and £
defined in (9 ) and (1 0 )^ respectively; & is the energy.-
Similarly, the components ?i, Iz^ % 3) etc. are the
16
corresponding quantities for the centre of mass motion.
The scalar constant of motion n is peculiar to the 
two-body problem:
rdrn m
where & and I are considered as constants in the inte­
gration, The commutation relations between B , £  and 
& and between 5, £ and & are the same as those in §1; 
in addition, any quantity from the first set commutes with 
any quantity from the second set. Also, we have
In, l A  = In, h A  = In^  o A  = In, l A  = In, h Au u U
= In, 0^1 = O3 (46)
I&, nl - -I&, nl = 1 *
There are several ways in which n can be incorporated in 
a Lie algebra containing some or all of these functions.
We could define
n 1 = sin n, 02 = cos n,
to obtain
I a, nil = -I&, nil = nz, 
I^ j n21 — -I&,0 2 ! ” -0 1'
Alternatively, we could define
17
P i  =  p2 =  &n
to obtain
I & ,  P i l  =  - I & ,  P i l  ^
I&, P2I = -I&, P2I = &
The question whether a semi-simple symmetry higher 
than Dz exists for the general two-body problem must 
remain unsolved because of the difficulty of dealing with 
the function n . In particular, it would be interesting 
to see if globally-defined (except perhaps for zero 
relative energy) generators of a higher algebra could be 
constructed for the Coulomb two-body problem in a way 
analogous to that of §2. It is, however, doubtful 
that this would be the case; in fact, it seems plausible
that almost all Hamiltonians have only the symmetry groups
generated by themselves (see, for example Abraham [1], 
p.112), Notable exceptional cases are the Hamiltonians 
for several non-interacting particles and the Hamiltonians 
derived from these by canonical transformations. In 
this connection, we notice that for V(r) = 0 we have, 
from (45)j
T) ~ 00 - %
0 0 is clearly a constant of motion which connects the 
relative and centre-of-mass motions and for non-interacting 
particles it is globally-defined and differentiable almost 
everywhere.
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§5. Symmetry in Classical Mechanics.
The manifold of prime importance- in classical 
mechanics is phase space. Geometrically, this has the 
structure of a differentiable sympletic 2n-manifold 
which allows the occurrence of phase variables in 
canonically conjugate pairs. One of the most important 
operations admitted by this special structure of phase 
space is that of the Poisson Bracket.
In the usual applications of classical symmetries 
we consider a group of canonical transformations of phase 
space that leaves invariant a distinguished real-valued 
function called the Hamiltonian. The infinitesimal 
generators of this group are vector fields each of which 
defines (up to a constant) a real-valued function on 
phase space. The vector space spanned by the set of 
infinitesimal generators is, of course, a Lie algebra 
(with respect to the commutator) and the space spanned 
by the corresponding set of real-valued functions is a 
Lie algebra with respect to the Poisson Bracket. These 
two Lie algebras are isomorphic.
Let us state the situation more precisely. Here a 
manifold will always mean a Hausdorff, second countable 
differentiable manifold of constant dimension. In 
the rest of this section M will denote an arbitrary fixed 
symplectic 2n-manifold,
19
Let  ^(M) denote the vector space over R (reals) 
of all real-valued functions on M, A diffeomorphism 
of M is a 1 - 1 function M ^ M  whose inverse is also 
will denote the group of all diffeomorphisms 
of M. We shall say that <j) : G B is an action of aM
(finite dimensional) Lie group G on M if cj) is a
homomorphism and the mapping G x M *>• M given by
(g^ ^(g)m is
5.1, Def'lnit'ion.
Let (|) he an aotton of a Lie group G on M, If
g E F CM) ^ G is a symmetry group of H iff ((>(g) is sympleotio
for alt (i.e. ^(g) is a homogeneous oanonieal
transformation) and Ho ((>(g) = H for alt g^ G .
5.2, Theorem
Let (j> he essential (i.e. 1 - 1  and into) and 
sympleotio (i.e. ^(g) is sympleotio for all g G G) and 
l(^) the Lie algehra of G . Then, for eaoh point m ^ M ,
there exists an open neighbourhood U of m and a mono­
morphism ^ ^ : I (^) ^ V’(U) suoh that
I(() Ta?!), (^Uxz)! - -Ixi, xz] ,
for all xi, x z ^ K ^ ) *  (On the left we have the Poisson
bracket operation in '^ (U) and on the right the bracket 
operation in l(Q).)
20
Proof. The proof is direct but will not be given 
here. See, for example Abraham [1], p. 148 et.seq..
This theorem shows that we can transfer the problem 
of finding groups of transformations to the problem of 
finding Lie algebras of functions in the sense that the 
existence of a particular group implies the existence 
of a set of functions that satisfy (up to a sign) the 
same commutation relations as those of the Lie algebra 
of the group. This is the attitude usually taken when 
one talks of symmetries in classical mechanics.
§6 . Realizations of Lie algebras.
6.1. Definition
Let ^ be a Lie algebra over R.
A realization (o of on M, is an isomorphism 
0);A (ofA; C ?  (M),
where
w[ai, a 2 ] =IoL)aij ^azJ 
for all a\, az ^
We shall write G = wTA;. Note that B is a real vector 
space having the same dimension as A, thus ruling out 
the possibility that coa = B for some a ^ 0  and in 
particular the trivial *representation * wa = B for all 
a G A.
21
If we assume that there exists a realization of a 
Lie algebra and if we restrict ourselves to those which
are semi-simple, then a number of interesting results
can be obtained. Necessary conditions of existence 
are given by Simoni, et.al. [1], for example, and the 
present section is devoted to the presentation of a 
rigorous proof of a theorem already given by these 
authors and conjectured by Mukunda [1]. It is shown 
that the rank of a semi-simple Lie algebra such that 
there exists a realization on a symplectic 2n-manifold 
M is at most equal to n.*
It is perhaps intuitively plausible from the
considerations given by Simoni, et. al. (which amount to 
no more than four lines) that the theorem in true, but 
it is by no means obvious. In the rigorous formulation 
of classical mechanics (Abraham [1]), Poisson Brackets 
are defined only for real functions, and a careful 
consideration of the ^complexification* of the algebra 
is an important step in the proof. Our treatment of 
realizations of Lie algebras is based upon a differential 
-geometry-theoretic approach. It will be seen how 
many obscurities in the classical treatment can be
* The present author constructed the proof to be given here while he was unaware of the work by Simoni referred to above.
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cleared up when the whole is rephrased in the language 
of modern mathematics (Guest [2]),
We shall be interested in functions that are 
*regular ^ in the sense that they are not constant 
anywhere.
6,2. . Definition
Let H he a manifold.
f€.¥(E) is regular on H iff there does not exist a 
nonempty open set U suoh that /(b is oonstant.
6.Z. Definition
A realization w of ^ on M is regular iff lùa is 
regular for all a a ^ 0.
Let us now consider the case when A is semi-simple. 
We shall show that if A is semi-simple and finite­
dimensional, then there exists no realization of A on 
M if the rank of A exceeds n. Otherwise stated, if (j) is 
an essential symplectic action of a finite-dimensional, 
semi-simple Lie group G on M, we obtain, by 5.2, for 
each m G M , an open neighbourhood V of m and a realization 
(apart from a sign) of l(^) on D. Clearly,in the theory 
that follows, we can, without loss of generality, take 
U to be the whole space M. 6 , then, is of necessity 
locally isomorphic to one of the following:
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SOz, SOs,
SO^, SOzs
SV^, SUz.
S p h Spii
(i - 6 ,
(n >4)
Gz • (n ^ 2 )
The reason for this limitation on the rank of 6 is 
connected with the symplectic structure of phase space.
If is certainly not surprising, any more than the common 
knowledge that any group of linear transformations that 
leaves invariant the quadratic form x\ + xf t t 
in w “dimensional Euclidean space and having unit deter­
minant must be a subgroup of BO (and hence have dimension 
at most equal to Igm (m - 1 )), In phase space, we do not 
have a quadratic form but an exterior form
dp I + , . . -hdq^Adp^ which is left invariant by our 
Lie transformation group.
We consider the complex extension G of G defined by
B = C ®  B (48)
where C is the real space of complex numbers.
If {1, i >3 ie.:J = 1 , 2 ,..., dim G) are bases of C 0
and B, respectively, a general element cc of B can be 
written
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X = Z{a^ (1 ®  e .) + ( i ® e  .)] (49)
3 ^ ^
with a , 6"^ GR. From the normal rules governing tensor 
products, we see that this is the same as
X = 1 ®(ta^e .) + i ®  (Zb^'e .)
3 ^ 3 ^
= 1 + i ® f z ,  (50)
where >f\, fi^G.
G so constructed is a real vector space which can 
be made into a complex space by defining, for 
A = A i t i A a ^ C ,  Ai , A% G R ,
Aac = A f Ai
=  ^ - Azfi) t i ®  (AijTz f Agj^i). (SI)
G also has a natural Lie algebra structure over C ;
Ix, yj' = 17 1 f  i  ®  f  2 3  1 ®  g 1 -h i <^gzl * =
Bil - Ifz, f i (g) (If 1, Bl D .
Furthermore, G is semi-simple iff G is semi-simple, and 
if ^ is a Cartan subalgebra of B, then 
Q = C ^ Q C b  is a Cartan subalgebra of B (Jacobson [1] , 
pp. 70, 61). Thus if
(H^: i = I3 3^ ...3 dim fi}
is a basis of ,
{3. = i . ; i = 2, , dimfi}■V %
is a basis of fi.
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Now let A be finite dimensional and dim ^  = dim ^  = ZR C
Z is called the rank of B or 5. Recall that a root of 
B is a linear mapping
a : S C
with components a . = a(H,) which are eigenvalues of Ad E.3 0 3
acting in B with eigenvector = 1,2,...,1).
(AdX, for Z G B is the linear mapping G defined by
K d X . f  = IX, f 1 ' for all / G g . )  Thus
V  = « / a -
It is also true that there are Z linearly independent 
roots a, 65 with Z corresponding linearly independent
eigenvectors , ...G g.
Let
E = 1 f -Z® . (54)a a a
Then (63) becomes
= a .(1 ® e '^ + i ® E^) . (55)J a a
We shall need one further property of the tensor
product. For any bilinear (over R) mapping
C X B y
where 7 is a real vector space, there exists a unique 
linear (over R) mapping
G
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such that
= iprX, f) (56)
for all X G C j  / G b .
Let 7 - C and, for m G M , let 
^(Xj f) = Xf(m).
It is easily seen that ip is bilinear, for
\l)(aX+b]i, f) ~ (aXtb]i)f(m) = a[Xf(m)] tbl\Jif(m)]
= a^(Xj f) ^ bip(u, f)
and
ijX'Xj af + bg) - X(af + bg)(m) = X[(af)(m)’f' (bg)(m)]
~ X [af(m) + bg (m)\ - aXf(m) t bXg(m)
~ aiJj(Xj f) tb^(X, g)j 
for a, B G R; p G G; f, g G G C¥ (M) , The second and 
third steps in the second part are a consequence of the 
fact that ^(M) is a vector space over R with corresponding 
definitions of addition and scalar multiplication. Hence
(}>rx ^f) = Xf(m).
Equation (55) now gives on operating on each side 
with (j) :
is., Eli(m)+ilH., E H ( m )  = a.lEj-(m) + iE^(m}] . ( 57 )• J U J (X J Ot cx
The Poisson bracket of two functions f, g (M) is 
defined in a coordinate-free manner by
If. gl(m) ^ df(m)AX^(m)], (58)
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where is the unique vector field on M associated with
g and df is the unique differential 1-form associated 
with f. The left side of (57) is therefore
dH.(m)- Upifm)] +idH.(m)- [X„z(m)] . (59)
Now let (c = 1,2,,.,,I) be real numbers such
that
(60)
Multiplying the expression (59) by and summing from
1 to Z , we obtain
{X^i(m)] + ia
I JZ ^''ds.(m) 
3=1 ^
[X„z(m)] ,
a
which is zero. Thus, from (57),
Cm; + i E ‘^(m)\ = 0. (61)
6 . 4 Theorem
Let ui be a realization on a sympleotio 2n-manifold 
M of a finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra A. 
Then rank (^) 4 n.
We shall first prove several lemmas. A will be as in 
the statement of the theorem.
6 .5 Lemma
Let f = w(^), f ^ 0, and let U M be a nonempty
open set suoh that f\u is oonstant. Then g\u - 0 for all 
g GB.
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Proof. be the Lie algebra spanned by
the set {g\U: g Gb}. Define the mapping x: 
g g \ U.. Since
I'lg, ihj = lg\u, h\Vl = Ig, hl\u ~ xlg, hi
for all g, h ^ G ,  x is a homomorphism. (For the second 
step see Abraham [1], pp. 99, 48). We have
0 = If \U, g\Ul = xI/3 g1
for all g ^  G.
We shall assume that G is simple; the extension to 
the case where B is only semi-simple is straightforward 
and follows from the fact that a semi-simple algebra is 
the direct sum of simple algebras. If G is simple.
If. hi 0 for some h ^ G ,  since If, g1 == 0  for all g ^ G  
implies {/} is a non-trivial ideal in B.
Thus x*"^{b} 7^ {b} and is an ideal in B. Therefore 
x” ^{B} = G; i.e. rg = 0 for all g ^ G ;  i.e. g\U = B for all 
g ^G.
6,6, Lemma.
Let y G B3 f 0, Then there exists a nonempty
open set G M suoh that f\a(ui)^ (^o(tXi)) is regular on
G(iss) ,
Proof. Let Ï7 = U{[/; B C M  is open and f\U is constant} 
By 6,5, f\w = 0, Let W denote the closure of W, By
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continuity, f\^ = 0 , Thus a(uy) - M - W  is open (since 
W is closed) and nonempty (for otherwise M = W and 
f \ M = ^ f - 0 ) .  It should be clear that f\c(in) is 
regular.
6.7, Lemma
B |c (w) is regular on for all g ^  G, g ^ 0,
Proof. If there is an % G h 7  ^ B, such that 
h\a((i^ ) is not regular, then there exists a nonempty open 
set V Cc(o^) such that h\V is constant. By 6,5, this 
implies that g\V = 0 for all g ^ G ;  in particular, f\V = 0, 
which contradicts 6 ,6 ,
It is obvious from this result that the set o(ui) 
of 6 , 6  is independent of choice of /.
6 .8 , Lemma
(JÜ1 ; A ->• F Zc Zoo) ) ; a Zma) | c Zoo) 
is a regular realization of A on the sympleotio 2 n-manifold 
Zco).
Proof. Since ooia ~ Zwa)|cZw) 7^ B if a 7^ B^  00% is 
1 - 1  (see 6,7), Hence, since I, 1 and linear operations 
in G commute with restrictions, coi is in fact a realizatio 
That it is regular follows from 6,7, Since <3Zoj) is an 
open subset of M it follows that o(ui) is symplectic and 
of dimension 2 n,
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6 .9 Lemma
Let E he a manifold. If r functions fi. fi.»»*. 
f^^^(N), r finite, are regular on N, then there is a 
nonempty open set U ^ N  suoh that f^(u) ^ 0 for all u ^  U 
and eaoh i ~ 2,2,S,,,,,r,
Proof. It is clear that there is an m ^ N  such that
fi(m) / B . Hence U\ - iO}) is nonempty and
since R - {b} is open in R and fi is continuous,
/ i ~ V R -  {0 }) is open in #.
Similarly, there is an m ^ U i  such that fz(m) ^ B . 
Hence B2 = B % nf 2  ^(R - {B}) is nonempty and open. We 
can repeat the argument and obtain after r steps the 
nonempty open set B = B^ C B^_^ C , , . C Bi on which no 
member of the set i - l, 2 ,,,,,r} vanishes.
6.10 Lemma
Let E he a sympleotio 2n-manifold and g\, gi,,,*, 
e F Z#) . We say that {g\, gi.,*». "Zs in involution
on E iff
(i) Eor eaoh m ^ E ,  {dg^(m): i = l, 2 ,,,,,k} is a 
linearly independent set in T^^(E), where T^ ’^(E) is the 
cotangent space at m;
(ii) I g g A  = 0  for i, j = l, 2 ,,,,,k,I' J
Then if ig\, gz.*»*. g^} is in involution on E, k4 n.
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Proof. The method of proof makes use of the 
symplectic structure of N (see Abraham [1] , p. 112).
Proof of Theorem 6.4
Since G is a member of a linearly independent
set, E^ is not null, and, therefore, from (64) ^ not both
that ” Z or 2 )
is not null. Apply 6.9 with N = oZw) and the set of t
of E  ^ and E  ^ are null. Assume a a
ki Each element of this seta ' 6
is a member of G and so is regular on <3Zw) . By B.B, 
there is a nonempty open set U Co(iü) such that 
E^^(u) ^ Bj E^^(u) ^ 0 . ... for all I roots a, 6 , 
and for all u ^ U .
(61) now gives, for m = u ^ U ,
C-1 3
3-1A
(68)
Since a , Q , ... are linearly independent, we have
0(ii 012 ... 012^
8 1 32 • • • ^7
and hence
B ( g — 1,2,».,jZ),
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Thus, from (60), {dH.(u): J = 1,2,...,I) is a linearly0
independent set in for all w G B . Further,
IH.\U, H.|ül = IH., fl.]||y = 0 , and so {fl.: i = 1,2,..., I) 
is in involution on B . Since B is an open subset of M,
B is a symplectic 2n-manifold. Hence, applying 6.10 
with E ~ U, we obtain l4-n. This completes the proof 
of the theorem.
The set oZw)G M described in 6 . 6  will be called the 
aarrier of the realization w . It is clear that c Zw)
has the following properties:
.,.(i) cZw) is open and nonempty;
(ii) g\(M-o(W))) - 0 for all g ^ G ;
(Hi) g\o(u:)) is regular on o(m) for all g ^ G ,  g 0 . 
o(ijd) may be connected or not connected, a proper subset 
of M or M itself. It is not known whether the fact that 
A is semi-simple puts extra restrictions on o(o}).
6,11 Theorem
Let 0) be a realization on a sympleotio 2n-manifold M 
of a finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algehra A, Let 
HG^(M) he nonoonstant on a oonneoted component of the 
carrier, of a^and let I^3 g1 - 0  for all g ^ G  - coZA).
Then rank (^ ) 4 n - 1.
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Proof. First note that dU\D ^ 0 for some connected 
component D of cZw); for dü\v = 0  implies that h\d is 
constant. Note that D is open (manifolds are locally 
connected; each component of a locally connected space 
is open).
Thus there is a point m ^ D  such that dïï(m) / 0;
D dü"^ ( T^M - iO}) is therefore nonempty (T^M is the co­
tangent bundle over M) and, since dH is continuous, is 
open in M, Since DC.o(o}), g is regular on D for all 
g ^ G ,  g ^ 0. Applying 6,9, we are assured of the 
existence of a nonempty open set U C D f) dH {O})
on which no member of the set {E e J^^,,,,} vanishes.a 37Now let Ç, ..., C be real numbers such
that
 ^ 7^dz^Zw) f rdzr.ZM) = B ZB4)3=1 3
where u ^ U ,  We now conclude, as before, since H
commutes with E ^ ,  E En^. •••j that ~ 0ot ot p p
Zj = 1 , 2 ,,,,,I), Hence, since dH(u) / 0 , we must have
Ç = B. Thus the set {dH(u), dH.(u): 3  = 1,2,,,,,I) is3
linearly independent in T for each w G  B and is alsou
in involution. Hence, by B.ZB, t-f- 1 4 n. This completes 
the proof of the theorem.
Finally, consider the following consequence of
B. 4.
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6,12 Theorem
Let (j) he an essential action of a finite-dimensional, 
semi-simple Lie group G on a p-manifold N (not necessarily 
symplectic) , Then rank ((») 4 p.
Proof. For g G G , l<^(g)]’^ is an essential action of 
G on the symplectic 2p-manifold T ’^N (see II §2). More­
over, [^(g)]"^ is symplectic (see Abraham [1] , p. 97).
Also, rank [(|)ZG)] ~ rank (j)(6 ). Hence by 6,4, rank (G)
4 p.
In more familiar terms (and considering the case 
where Æ = ): if there exists a faithful (not necessarily
linear) representation of G by a group of transformations 
of R ^ , then rank (6)4 p.
Obvious generalizations of 6,11 to the case where G 
commutes with two or more  ^functionally independent ^ 
functions can be made. However, the statements of the 
corresponding theorems become more complicated the greater 
the number of commuting functions.
It is important to note that 6,4 and 6,11 give only 
necessary conditions for the existence of a realization 
of a particular Lie algebra. An example is given by 
Mukunda [1] which shows that no realizations exist on a 
B-manifold of the semi-simple algebras Bz or Gz such that 
oi(Bz) or lii(Gz) commutes with a regular Hamiltonian. It 
is clear that such realizations are not ruled out by 6 ,1 1 ,
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This concludes our discussion of classical 
symmetries. In Part II we shall see how such symmetries 
become important when we consider the quantization of 
classical systems.
II
THE QUANTIZATION OF CLASSICAL SYSTEMS.
A classical (holonomie) system is popularly described 
by the giving of its configuration space M and a real­
valued function on TM (the Lagrangian on the tangent 
bundle of M or ’state space’) or on T^M (the Hamiltonian 
on the cotangent bundle of M or ’phase space’). For 
example, for a free particle moving throughout physical 
space, M is equal to or three-dimensional Euclidean 
space ; for a particle moving in a Coulomb field of force 
M is equal to R^ - {0} (R^ with the origin removed); for 
a double pendulum M is equal to the torus (the Cartesian 
product X of two unit circles); for a spinning top
M can be taken to be o'^(S) (the space of all orthogonal 
3 x 3 matrices with positive determinant). In each case 
M has the structure of a differentiable manifold. The 
phase space in particular, is then uniquely determined.
We shall be concerned exclusively with Hamiltonian 
systems and with the cases where M is finite dimensional.
A classical observable is then a real-valued Borel 
function on
Many attempts have been made and are still being 
made to set up a 1 - 1  correspondence between a subset of
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the set of all classical observables and a subset of the
set of all quantum observables. By a quantum observable
we mean, of course, any self-adjoint operator in a 
complex, infinite-dimensional, separable Hilbert space 
(the Hilbert space will depend upon the quantum system 
under consideration). Most of the quantization procedures 
given in the past have been purely formal in character : 
not only have they been mathematically non-rigorous but 
also little attempt has been made to incorporate even 
simple physical principles into the scheme.
We shall for the moment write A for the quantum 
observable corresponding to the classical A, Von 
Neumann’s rules are as follows (Von Neumann [1]):
(i) [f(A)]'^ = f(A),
(ii) (At B)'^  = A t  B,
where A and B are classical observables and f is a real­
valued function (presumably well-behaved: we shall not 
stop here to explain in detail what is meant by a function 
of an operator.). These rules are inconsistent since in 
certain cases it can be shown that they lead to different 
operators for the same classical observable. In other 
words, the assignment A A  is not a mapping in the 
mathematical sense.
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The most remarkable quantization procedure is 
probably that due to Weyl [1]. If A(q, p) is a 
classical observable, we form the 2n-dimensional ’Fourier 
transform’ y defined by
y(x,y) = (2 tï) ^
R
g ^  I f  ( y \ p ) ]  A(  q^-p) ^q(^-p
2 n
where (q,p) = (qi,qz,,,.,q^, pi,p 2 ...•,p^).
n
(x,y) = (xi,X 2 . . , , yi.y2.---.y^). (x\q) = ^l^x^q^,
Yl(y \p) = y ,p ,, We then take the inverse Fourier
transform of y but in operator form, i.e. we write
A = rsir;"” i[(Q\x) + (P\y)]
r "“
e
2 n
where Q = (Qi.Qz. > • *.Q^). P = (Pi,P 2 .• * •.P^) and 
(Q\x) and (P\y) have their obvious meanings. 0.is thed
operator f-^qjf, P* the operator f-^% where f is anV 'If Ô Xtf
arbitrary function in the Hilbert space. Such an 
integral of operators that appears in the definition of
A can of course be defined for certain functions y
(notably, if y is integrable over R ) but apart from 
this the main difficulty is in the definition of y when
A is not integrable. However, it can be shown
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(McCoy [1]) that Weyl* s rule leads to several undesirable 
features, notably the nonexistence of a correspondence 
between classical and quantum constants of motion. 
Nevertheless, Weyl*s rule is interesting because of its 
elegance and because no mention is made of symmetrisation 
Several other quantization rules involving integrals have 
been given (Rivier[l]).
Among the plethora of other quantization schemes, 
mention may be made of simplicity rules (Yvon [1]), 
symmetrisation rules (Tolman [1 , p.206]) and of course 
Dirac's rule (Dirac [1,2]). Dirac *s rule is the Poisson 
bracket-commutator correspondence.
As an illustration, we give an example to show how 
inconsistencies may arise due to the adoption of some of 
the rules mentioned above. With obvious notation, we 
wish to form the operator corresponding to the classical 
function for a system consisting of one degree of
freedom. Depending upon how we write q^p^^ we can
arrive at several different expressions for (q^p'^) ,
Thus writing Q for $, P for p, we have
( q ^ p ^ ) ~  = [ q . ( q p ) ^ V  = h Q ( Q P + P Q ) ^ ( Q P + P Q f Q ]8
2•h (i)
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= (q^ .p'^ )
(q^p^)^ = [ (q'^ p) .p]
= - h A q ^ - ^  + Z q ^ ^  + Zq. (ii)
(q^p^)~ = [q^.(qp^)\~ = hlQ^(QP^ + P^Q) + (QP^+ P^Q)Q^]
3 9^  r, 9 9-h ac?"" ' 8q 
= M[(Q^'P+ PQ^)P-h P(Q^P-h PQ^)]
= —h M. (i'O)
Lest it be thought that the simplest classical form 
(say (ii)) would surely give the 'correct ^ operator, one 
need only notice that if we write
= 3^2 - 2^1
where S\ and Sz are the operators in (ii) and {Hi) y 
respectively, we arrive at
3-21- ^ t Zq 2l  SqJ
surely the 'simplest^ operator of them all, and yet this 
operator results from writing the classical expression 
in the form
^[q^• (qp^)] - 2(q^,p^)
and is in fact the operator
f gQp^Q^ - @^p^ - p^Q^;.
Here we have used the conventional association
^ qf^ *
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A major error in all of the rules of quantization 
discussed above is the attempt to quantize too large 
a set of classical observables. We quote from Mackey [4]: 
"... there is no reason to suppose that every classical 
observable has a quantum counterpart or that if it has 
one it has only one ... they [the quantum observables] 
will not correspond in a one-to-one fashion to classical 
ones. Moreover as classical mechanics is a limiting 
case of quantum mechanics it would not be surprising to 
have a number of different quantum observables coincide 
in the classical limit. On the other hand, we shall 
find natural correspondences between the hasia classical 
observables and corresponding quantum ones."
§1. Prequantization Schemes.
If Æ is a topological space  ^CN) will denote the set 
of all Borel subsets of #, i.e. the a-algebra generated 
by the open subsets of fi (this is the smallest collection 
of sets which includes the open sets and is closed with 
respect to the formation of differences and countable 
unions). In this work we shall refer to a mapping f of 
N into a topological space N* as measurable if f’'^  (b!) ^   ^(î^ ) 
whenever Continuous functions and all point-
wise limits of continuous functions are measurable.
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We shall consider the configuration space and phase 
space of a classical system. Since, however, the former 
is nothing more than a manifold M* (in which case the 
latter is '), it will be convenient in view of later 
developments to formulate everything in terms of an 
arbitrary manifold Af.
The mapping x :T^M M will denote the cotangent 
bundle projection of M (i.e. it sends (q^p) into q ) , If 
f is a real-valued measurable function on M, then f o Z  
is a real-valued measurable function. We shall write 
Q = Ü(M) ~ {fox : ^ f  is a real-valued measurable function 
on M } . (Elements of Û are functions of the g 's only.)
A classical observable will be defined as a real-valued 
measurable function on T^M.
We shall for the present restrict ourselves to 
0 .(M) and shall set up a quantization scheme which 
successfully 'quantizes ^ these functions. But first a 
digression on terminology is in order.
An operator in a Hilbert space K  with norm I • I and
inner product (, ) linear in the first variable is a
linear map A from a linear subset D(A)y called the domain
of A into ?C. A is said to be closed if whenever
X ^D(A) and both x x and Ax ->y for some y in ?C, then n n n  ^ ^
x^ PiA)  and Ax ~ y , An operator A^ in 5C is called an 
extension of 4^ , symbolically, C A %  in case P(A)^D(A^)
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and the two operators agree on their common domain.
V
Suppose A and B are operators in and let c be a scalar. 
Then
(1) A-h B is defined as ■ the operator whose domain 
is D (A) D (B) and which has the value Ax t Bx for any 
vector X in this domain;
(2 ) is defined as the operator whose domain
consists of all vectors x in P(gj such that BxSD(A) 
and which has the value A(Bx) on any such vector;
(3) oA Is defined as the operator with domain D(A) 
and having the value c(Ax) for any vector x in this 
domain.
We shall say that a sequence iA^: n = 1y2ydy ,, 
of partially-defined operators in converges to another 
such operator A if the following conditions hold:
There exists an integer no such that
(i) D(A) ~ {ic; x ^ D ( A  ) for all n> noj lim A xn > noexists in ÏC},
(H) Ax = lim A X for all x^D(A),nn > no
The convergence is of course taken in the topology of JC,
We shall write A A,n
If A is an operator in ^  with dense domain DCAJ 
the adjoint A^ of A is defined as the operator whose
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domain consists of all vectors ^ in JC for which there 
exists another vector z/' in such that iAx^y) = ( x ^ y O  
for all X in D(A)^ and which has the value 2/' on such 
a vector y (the value y ' is unique in view of the density 
of D( A)), If i4 5 B and A t B  are all densely defined,
then
c  (A -f b ;
Similarly, if A, B and AB are densely defined, then
B*A^ c  t a b ;
If A is densely defined and A C g , then B * C a ^ .
An operator A is said to be self-adjoint if A is densely 
defined and A A^. An operator A is called symmetric 
in case it is densely defined and has the property that 
iAXyy) = ixyAy) for all vectors x and y in its domain.
A densely-defined operator A is symmetric iff A CA"^,
An operator is said to be closahle if it has a closed 
extension. A is closable iff
X e B . lim X = 0 and lim Ax - y
imply
y = 0 »
The minimal closed extension A of a closable operator A 
(in the sense that any closed extension of A is also an 
extension of Â) is called the closure of A. A vector x
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belongs to D(A) iff there exists a sequence (a: J of 
elements of D(A) such that both lim x and lim Ax existYl-^co ^
lim X - X, In this case we have Ax = lim Ax ." n->-“ M
If A is self-adjoint 5 then A is the unique self-adjoint 
extension of A, The adjoint A^ of any densely defined 
operator A is closed; consequently any symmetric operator 
is closable. The closure of a symmetric operator A is 
equal to A^^ and is symmetric. A self-adjoint operator
is symmetric and closed.
The symbols 0 and I will represent the null and 
identity operators respectively, each having domain K,
The first quantization scheme we shall employ will 
comprise five axioms. It is to be understood that all 
of our considerations are nonrelativistic. Furthermore, 
we shall pretend that identical particles are distinguish­
able. (The only difference here is that our Hilbert 
space is larger than the correct one, which is the 
symmetric or anti-symmetric subspace of a multiple tensor 
product according as the particles are bosons or fermions, 
respectively.)
1,1 Définition,
A prequantisation scheme on M is a mapping A of 
^(M) into the set of all setf-adjoint operators in a 
complex y infinite-dimensionaly separable Hilbert space 3C
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such that the following conditions (D-CS) are satisfied 
df fj 9 ^  c ^ ^ y  then
(1) Aft Ag is closahle and A(ft g) = Aft Agj
(2) A(cf) - cAf;
(Z) AfAg is closahle and A(fg) - AfAg,
(4) If h(x) = 1 for all x^T^My then Ah = I,
(6) If f y G Ü  (n =: ly2yZy,,,)y If \ f ^ ( ^^0 ) \ ^ \f(x)\
and lim f (x) = f(x) for all x^T^My then Yi-^co n
A/„ -  A/.
Apart from the fact that the self-adjoint operators 
involved may not be everywhere defined, axioms (l)-(Z) 
can be considered as describing an algebra homomorphism. 
More precisely, if Q' is that subset of Q consisting of 
all / E Ü  for which Af is everywhere defined, then is 
an algebra (i.e. is closed under addition, scalar 
multiplication and formation of products; this can be 
verified from axioms ( 1 ) - (3)) and A:Q* Ad* is an algebra 
homomorphism. It is clear that AQ^ is a commutative 
algebra. Axioms (l)-(3) then describe the generalization 
to the whole of Q of the restriction of A to . Axiom
(4) is a normalisation condition. Loosely, axiom (5) 
says that A satisfies a kind of continuity condition with 
respect to dominated convergence of sequences in Û.
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However, ü * is not closed with respect to formation of 
these sequences; in fact the closure of with respect 
to formation of dominated sequences is Q itself. It 
will not be necessary to pursue these matters in the 
sequel.
A number of non-trivial results can be deduced from 
the axioms. If A^B(M) and is the characteristic 
function of A(i.e. = 7 if A and is zero otherwise),
then clearly %* is a measurable function on M. We shall 
write P(A) ~ A(x^o x) ,
1.2 Theorem
For every P(A) is a projection.
Proof : We have
P(A) ^ o t) = Afx% o T) = A[rx^o T).(x^ o Tj]
= ATx^ o T)A(x^ o T) = P(A)^ = P(A)
by axiom (3) and the fact that (f o x) , (g o x) = (fg) o x 
for real-valued measurable functions fy g on M,
Since P(A)^ = P(A) and D(P(A)) - D(P(A)^) we have, 
if X ^  D (P ( A) ) y
lIPrAjojll^  = <P(A)XyP(A)x) = ixyP(A)^x)
~ ixyP(A)x)4  l l x l l l l p f A j x l l
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so that
liprII lireII .
Hence P(A) is continuous at every point of its domain.
Let 8 ^ D (P ( A) ) (n = 1 y 2y 3y , , , ) and I I - s I ->■ B .
Then (re J is a Cauchy sequence and
l P ( h ) x ^ ~  P ( b . ) x ^ l  =  l i P ( A )  ( x ^ - x j i  4 x ^ ' i .
Therefore (P(A)x^) is a Cauchy sequence also and hence
converges to a vector y^'K, Since P(A) is closed we 
have s^D(P(A)) and P(A)s = y. Thus D(P(A)) = 
and since P(A)^ - P (A)y P (A) is a projection.
Recall that a projection-valued measure on a set X 
is a map S from a a-algebra of subsets of X to the pro­
jections on a complex Hilbert space which satisfies the 
following conditions (i)-(iv):
(i) S(E hr; = S(E)S(F) 
and S(E)S(F) = 0 if E and F are disjoint.
(ii) S(E)* = S(E) = S(E)^.
(Hi) S(X) = I.
(iv) If E = y g . j where the E are mutually disjoint,
then
S(E) = IS(E,) % ^
in the senSe that
n
S(E)x = lim I S(E.)xn-^ Qo
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for all X in the Hilbert space, where the limit is taken 
in the Hilbert space topology.
1.3 Theorem
The map L^P(A) of ^(M) into the projections on 
is a projection-valued measure on M,
Proof. We must verify that the above conditions
(i)-(iv) are satisfied.
For (i)y we have
PTAi 0 A2; = n A2 ° °
= o t ;- rx^^ox;] = a c x ^^ - xMrx^^ = x;
= P(A i)P(A2) = P(A-i)P(Az)
from 7.7 If A 1 n Az = , then P(A\)P(A 2 ) - P((l>) =
A ( X ^ o t ) “ A(O.f) for any f G QL. By 7. 7 (27 this is 
equal to 0,kf ~ PjFfA/J - d.
follows immediately from 1,2,
For (Hi)  ^ we have P(M) = k(x^o t7 ~ J by 7.7 (4),
For (iv) y we note that if Ai Aa ~ 0 then 
PrAiUAz) = "
 ^ ^Az = ATXai ° ° P(Ai7 f PTAg) =
P(A\) tP(Az) by 7.7 (77. Extending to any finite 
collection {A ,; i = 7^2,.,^n} of pairwise disjoint sets, 
we have
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n n
P( U A.7 = % P(A.7.issi i—1
If (A^7 is a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets in 
B (M7 , let 6^ = X o T:, s = X . o 't; then s ^ s
pointwise and s_^4s; hence by 2,1 (6) y As^*^Aa. Thus
oo nPf.U A.7ic = lim Pf.U A.7rci = l t- Yi-^QO 'L = l 'I'
n
= lim % P(A,)x7^->oo {, = 1 ^
for all X E?C.
We shall now appeal to the general theory of 
representations of C*-algebras (the algebra of bounded 
operators on 3T generated by the P(A) for A G B(M7 is such 
an algebra) as developed by Bochner, Godement, Gelfand 
and Neumark. We shall quote a standard result of that 
theory (1.4), The relevant theory leading to this 
result is not readily found in the literature ; see, for 
example, Dieudonne [2, chap. 15],'Mackey [2]; perhaps 
Halmos [1, chap. 3] is the nearest classical exposition.
A ayctic vector for a set S of everywhere defined 
linear operators on a topological linear space A is a 
vector g in A such that the finite linear combinations 
of the vectors of the form As y A G g , form a dense subset 
of L.
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Let N denote the set of integers > 7 and for each 
/c G N  let be the set {nG N: l 4 n ^ k } .  Define = N.
7.4 Theorem
Let S = {P(A): A GB (M7} . Then K  is a direct sum * 
%  = ®  Kk G NU {oo}
r/ closed subspaces an<i eaeA is a direct sum
JC, = ®  3(f
r/ closed subspaces such that
(i) each is left invariant by all members of 
S and has a cyclic vector for the relative action of S 
restricted to that subspace y
(ii) for each ky for each iy j G there is a 
unitary mapping of onto which carries PTAjjîC^ 
into P (A)
(Hi) if 'k ly if i ^ï^^y j G and if 
"Kk 7^ {<9}, no unitary mapping exists of onto such
that P(A)\’3i^  is carried into P{A7 |îK^ .
The subspacesK^ are uniquely determined by P.
For the further development of the theory we give the 
following.
A By direct sum we shall always mean a Hilbert sum (cf. Dieudonne [1, p.123]),
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1,5 Definition
Let N he a topotogioat space and v a (nonnegative^ 
countahty additive) measure on B (#7.
f 2 v7 wilt, denote the set of all complex-valued y
measurable functions f on H for which \f\^dv is finite, 
ï>z(HyV) will denote the set of all equivalence classes 
of such functions y two functions being equivalent iff 
they are equal except on a set in B(N) of v-measure zero
As is knowHy £ 2 (NyV) is a Hilbert space with inner
product (fyg^ = fgdv. We shall generally suppress 
the distinction between £ 2 (^ 1 »^) (ZMd «C 2 (B, v7 .
Let h be a complex-valued measurable function on N, 
By m(h) we shall mean the operator defined by
D(m(h)) = i f ^ £ 2 (NyV): hf ^ £  2 (H y\> ) } y
m(h)f = hf for all f^D(m(h))y
where (hf)(x) = h(x)f(x) for all x ^ N ,  jn(h) is self- 
adjoint in £2(HyW) iff h is real-valued.
For r = 1 y 2 y ,.,y define C ^ ~ C x C x . . , x C  (r times)
together with its obvious vector space structure, With
r
the norm Ha; I - /  Z I a;. I ^  and inner product ixyy) =r / ^ r
Z X ,y ,y is a Hilbert space. Define C°° to be the set 
H I  ^ 00
of all sequences n ^ x  for which Z |a;,|^< With the*'  ^ M i=i
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norm Ha; Il ~ /  Z \x.\^ and inner product ( a:,, g  ^ ^/  i=2 ^=1 ^ ^
C is a Hithert space.
For r = °Oyly2y,,.y define to be the set
of alt -valued measurable functions f on N for which
II/(a;7 It is finite. With the norm H/H = ^f(x)W^d\>
and inner product (fyff^^ = ^f(x)y g(x))^dVy the set
^ 2 (WyC^yV) of equivalence classes of such functions is 
a Hilbert space
If h is a complex-valued measurable function on Ny 
m(h) will be the operator defined by
D(m(h)) = {f^£2(N,C^,v), hfe£2(N,C^,v)},
m(h)f - hf for all f^D(m(h))y
where (hf)(x) = h(x)f(x) for all a; G p. m(h) is self- 
adjoint in Z 2 v7 iff h is real-valued,
(Whenever m(h) is mentioned it will be generally 
clear from the context which space T 2 v7 is referred
to. X f r - l y  the second definition agrees with the 
earlier one.)
We shall also heed
1.6 Lemma
For r - ly2y,,,y (resp, r ~ y let S denote the 
direct sum of r copies (resp, ^0 copies) of ^ 2(B,v7.
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Then- S is unitarity equivalent to yS>),
Proof. For T - 1 y 2y ,, let
fix) = (fi(x)yfz(x)y,,,yf^(x)) for &11 f = Cf 1 jf 2 j • ••jf^) ^  Sr
Then f is measurable from N into C and we have
V r r ^ I11/fa; 7 I dv = 
j n ^ N i%=l ^
dv
N
\f^(x) I ^ dv = IlfII^
(where I ' II^  is the norm in B ), so that / G T 2 ("^7, v7 ;
V  Vhence we can write IIf II^ ~ I f I ^  ; since f ^ f l s  linear 
and clearly onto, it' is unitary.
If r = 00^ let fix) ^ (fl(x)yfz(il(^)^•^•) for all
/ “ ( f f 2j •••7 G g. The same conclusions hold as in the00 .
finite case if we note that !l/l!| = Z \f ,(x)\^dv< «>^ i=l 7# ^
(by definition of direct (Hilbert) sum); hence we can 
interchange the order of integration and summation to 
obtain I f I ^  = ll/(a;7 H^ c7v.
It is clear that the operator S which is the direct
sum of the operators m(h) in each summand £z(NyV) is
carried into the operator m(h) in IziWyO^^v) by the 
unitary mapping f f .
Of great importance is the following
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1.7 Theorem
With the notation of l,4y for each A G B (M7 and eaoh 
kGN'tl{oo}^ A G P(A) on is unitarity equivalent 
to TZi(x^ ) on ï^iMyV-j^) for any o-finite measure on B fAfj 
whose null sets A are those for whiah P(A) 1 = 0.
Proof. Let Z? be the set of all finite linear combina­
tions 7.0^  P ( A J where z^ is a cyclic vector in 
for {P(A7 A GB (M7 } . Then Z^ is dense in JC^ .
It is clear that v^; A { P (A) z^y is a measure
on B (M) and that the null sets for v? are those for 
which P(A)\'iéj^  = 0, For P(A)z'^ = 0 implies
P ( A J P  ( A) z'!f = 0 which implies P(A)Z a^P(A.)z. - 0;. Q K • d n1 A i .hence if P(A7a^ = 0 then P(A) vanishes on i.e.
P(A7|JC^ = 0, Conversely, P(A)\'ié^ = 0 implies
P(A)z^ = 0 trivially. Hence P(A)z^ = 0 iff P(A)\'séj^  ~ 0
But vf (A7 = IIP(A7  ^ which is zero iff P(A7 is zero
iff P(A7 1 is zero.
Let S be the set of all measurable, complex-valued
step functions on Af. Then S is dense in £z(Myv'^).
Define U^: S Z^ by
n ■ n= Z C^P(A,)Zy
n jwhere the step function Z <2 Xa i-S written so that
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A. ha., - 0 if j j ^ • We have Ü 0
n
I Z o^F(h Js^ll^3=1 3 k (..n n j fI o^P(A^)zl, _ I P(A.,)z^d=l 3 k’ j ,^2 >
ni (PTA. ha. f7«7- t7 ^ ^
n
nZJ=7 M Af
r n
.Z |c^|"xV=7 A .Ü'
dv k
( n
M
dv nk
where the last norm is taken in £z(klyV^) . Hence 
is a norm-preserving linear map of S onto Z^. 
extends uniquely to a unitary map pT ; £ 2 v ^ 7 .
Further
prA;p^.z o^Xa = P(à) }. o^p(A.)zi^ j n=l 3  K
= ! i J p ( A n A . ) , i  =
3-1
n
ii.e. P i D V y f  ~ x^ / for all / G  s. m(x^7 is the
unique continuous extension to f 2 (Af^  v?7 of its restric 
tion to S and hence equals P^ rPfA7 1?C^ 7 P^.
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Now let Vj^  be any a-finite measure whose null sets A 
are those for which P(A7|^^ - 0, By 1,4y P(A7 = 0
iff F(A)\xéj^ - 0 (iy ^ ' G N ^ 7; hence for any i G N ^ ,
P(A) 12^ = 0 iff P(A) [2fC^ = 0, Thus the null sets of v.
are the same as those of u? and the mapping /->
is unitary from £ % onto £ 2( M , a n d  carries
m(x^7 in £z(MyV^) into m(x^7 in IziMyV^^), This completes
the proof of the theorem.
If /GQi'A/j we shall denote by f* that real-valued 
measurable function on M such that f - p.T.
We now have
1,8 Lemma
With the notation of l,ly 1,4 and 1, 7y for each 
7(G N U {00} j i GN^j is invariant under Af for any 
fGQ.(M) and there exists a unitary mapping P^: £% (M, 
such that for att / G  a(M7^
—  1
( h f ) |JC^  = u i  r t i ( f ' ) u i
Proof. Let f^d(M), There exists a sequence '7 
of measurable, real-valued step functions on Af such that 
If 'I <: I / ' I and lim f ' ( x )  = f*(x) for all x ^ Mn yi~hoo V,
(Hewitt and Stromberg [1, p.159]). Hence if f^ = T,
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1,1 (6) gives Af f.n
Now f ' can be written as a finite sumn
Hence
^n' = Q 3
3
by 1,1 (1) and 1,1 (2) since each term is everywhere
defined. Thus each is invariant under Af by 7.4K n
and since, for y^D(Af)y (Af)y is the limit of the
sequence ((Af^)yjy is invariant under Af,
• • ^   ^ 'ÙBy 7.7, there is a unitary mapping P. ; £ 2 (MyV^)
, » . - 7such that P(A)\JC^ = ‘ Hence we have
3 3
= ■
We shall next show that in £z = JG2 v. 7 .
Let
D = {h^£z^ lim / 'A exists in / 2}.Yl~^ca ^
A G p implies that there is ki^ £z such that  ^f ^ ^ ~ h \ \ \ 0 
(norm in £z). Since also ( f_^*h) (x)~^( f *h) (x) for every 
x ^ M y  we have f ' h ^ £ z  and f'h = hi v ^ - a,e,. Hence 
% G p implies h^D(m(f^)) and lim m(f  ^)h = m{f')h,yi~^oo n
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Conversely, if h^D(m(f*))y then since f^h pointwise
and \f^^h\< \f^h\ so that \f^*h - f'h\^ 0 pointwise and
\f^'h-f^h\^4é\f^h\^y the dominated convergence theorem 
shows that 11/ ^h- f^hW^O, Hence h^D(m(f^)) impliesn
h ^ D ,  Thus D = P ( m ( / V  7 and we have m(/^'7 
Finally, by continuity, we have
.-7 
U f )  = Ul m ( f ’)vl
1.9 Theorem
Let A he a prequantization scheme on M with values 
the self-adjoint operators in ?C. Then K  is the direct 
sum
3C = @7c G N U {oo} ^
of uniquely determined closed subspaces invariant 
under every kfy / E Cl{M7, such that there exist o-finite 
measures on ^(M) and unitary mappings P^ .* ^ 2
{7c G N U {00}} with the property that for each / G d{M7
( h f ) I3f^ = U ^ m ( f ' ) V ~ f .
Conversely y if such a decomposition of measures 
V. and unitary mappings P^ are giveny then the map
f ^  @ U . ï C i ( f < ) ü ' f
S N U  {co} « «
of Q.(M) into the self-adjoint operators in K  is a pre­
quantization scheme on Af,
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Proof. With the notation of 1,8  ^ the map from the direct 
sum of k copies (if/<GN) or Kq copies (if k = «>) of 
f 2 {M, onto given by
is unitary and carries the direct sum of the operators 
m(f^) in each copy of £z(MyV^) into A/. By 7.f and 
the remark following 1,6 the first conclusion follows.
For the converse, we must verify that axioms
1,1 {77-7.7 (5) are satisfied. It will clearly 
suffice to prove this for the mapping A; /-^m{/'7 of Q 
into the self-adjoint operators in some £ 2  ~ £ 2 ^^^^^ •
If f e Q, |/„| 4 I/I a n d  /„ ^  / p o i n t w i s e  t h e n
a  s i m i l a r  a r g u m e n t  t o  t h a t  u s e d  i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  1,8 s h o w s  
t h a t  m { / j ^ '7 m { f '7  5 i . e .  A / ^ - ^ A / ,  a n d  1,1 {57  i s  s a t i s f i e d .
7 . 7  (4) f o l l o w s  i m m e d i a t e l y  s i n c e  i f  h(x) ~ 1 f o r  
a l l  a; G M , t h e n  m{7%7 = J .
7.7 (2) follows from the fact that m(ah) = om(h)
if a G R and g ^ 0 and m(0,h)  ~  m(0) ^ 0 = o\D(m(h))  = 0,m(h) 
for any real-valued measurable function h on M ,
To v e r i f y  7.7 {7 7 we p r o c e e d  a s  f o l l o w s .  L e t  
fy g b e  r e a l - v a l u e d ,  m e a s u r a b le  f u n c t i o n s  o n  M, I f  
h ^  D(m( f ) -h m(g) ) y t h e n  /Tz G 1 2  ^ p%G f  2 a n d  h e n c e  
f h t g h  = { /  f  p7 A G jCgj i . e .  D (m( f -h g ) ) , H e n c e
m { / 7  t  m {^ 7  C m { / - f  ^ 7 .  T h i s  p r o v e s  t h a t  m { / 7  t  m {g7  i s
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closable. Now m(f) -f-m(g) is densely defined, for let 
Y be the characteristic function of the set 
{x^ M: \f(x)\4riy \g (x) \ 4 n} , Then for any £ 2  we
have n\h\, | so that and
gXyjT- GJCg j i.e. ^ D (m( f) ) D (m(g) ) - D(m( f) -f m(g) ),
Since I I - hW ^ 0 as n ( n o r m  in f % ), which follows 
easily from the dominated convergence theorem,
P{m{/7 f m{^7 7 is dense in £ 2 » It follows that the 
adjoint {m{/7 t m {^7 7 is defined and we have 
(m{/7 -fm(g))^l>m(f)^-f‘m(g)^ = m{/7 f m{g7 so that 
m(f) -hm(g) is symmetric.
Let now A Gp [ {m{/7 t m{^7 7 ^ ] . Then there is 
hi ^ £ 2  such that
< (ft g)yj h) = {ifyhi > 
for all y^D(m(f) tm(g)). Replacing y by Xyjj gives
(f + d)x„y'hdv =
M
X^yhiâv
o r
y-X^(f tg)hdv =
M
Now \Xy^ (f t gll^ l - Xy^ \( ft g)h \ 4 (Xj \^f\ t x^\g\l \ \ ^ 
so  t h a t  Xyj^ (f t g ) h ^ £ 2 - S i n c e  a l s o  t h e  l a s t
e q u a t i o n  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n
<J/a x ^ ( f + g ) h )  = iy, X „ ^ 1 >-
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This holds for all y in the dense set V f ) -h m(g ) ) , 
Hence
('f t V- a.g. .
The fact that XyJ^  ^  d(m( f t g ) ) y x^h-^hy (ftg)x^^ - 
in the topology of £2 and m ( ftg) is closed shows that 
h ^ D ( m ( f t g ) )  and that hi - (m( f)-h it\.( g ) ) ^ h ~ (ftg)h. 
Thus (m(f)-f-m(gJJ^Cm(ftg) and by a previous 
relation m( f -h g) C (m( f) t m(g) ) * ; hence
m(f + g) = (m( f) t m(g) ) ^ ,
Since m(f)tm(g) is symmetric, we have finally
m { / 7  f  m {g7  =  { m { / 7  + m{g^7 7 =  mCfi-g),
This proves 1.1 (1),
■ I n  a s i m i l a r  w a y  i t  c a n  b e  p r o v e d  t h a t  1.1 (3) 
h o l d s . A g a i n ,  l e t  fy g b e  r e a l - v a l u e d  m e a s u r a b le  
f u n c t i o n s  o n  M a n d  l e t  h ^  D (m(f)Ta(g) ) . T h e n  ghO- £ 2  
a n d  f g h ^ £ 2 l h e n c e  h^D(m(fg)) a n d  m( f)m(g ) C m( fh) s o  
t h a t  m { /7 m {0 '7  i s  c l o s a b l e . m {/7m {0^7  i s  d e n s e l y  d e f i n e d ,
f o r  i f  7z G T  2 t h e n  s i n c e  | p x ^ ^  I n\h\ a n d  \fgx^k\4 n^\h\ 
we h a v e  x ^ ^  G p { m { / 7 m { g '7 7  . T h e  f a c t  t h a t  I I x ^ ^  -  /xH 0 
m e a ns  t h a t  D(m(f)m(g)) i s  d e n s e  i n  f  2 »
L e t  now  7z G p [ { m { / 7 m { ^ 7  7 ^ ] . T h e n  t h e r e  i s  A 1 G X 2 
s u c h  t h a t
< fgyj h) ^ <yy hi)
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.for all y S D(m(f)m(g)). Replacing y by gives
f3Xy,y^d\) = X^y^idv 
M ^ ■'M "
or
M
y-x^fakdv =
M
y-Xy^hidv.
Now \Xj,fâk\ 4 \h\ so that X „ f & k ^ £ 2 - Since alson‘
X % 1 G jE 2 , the last equation can be written
< y> = < y, x„^i >
for all y in the dense set D{m{/7m{p77. Hence 
fdx^k = X„^1 M - a.e..
As before we conclude that h^D(m(fg)) and that 
hi = {m{/7m{^77'^i^ - fgh.
Thus {m{/7m{^7 7 G m{/0'7 and by a previous result we 
obtain
^(fg) - (m(f)m(g))^\
Since (m( f)m(g) ) ^  = m{/^7 = m{g/7 - {m{^7ni{/7 7 
Dm(f) ^ m(g) ^  = m{/7m{g7 ^ m{/7m {^7 is symmetric and we 
have finally
m{/7m{^7 - {m{/7m{^7 7 ^ = m{/g7 .
This proves 7.7 (S).
We shall say that a prequantization scheme is of 
multiplicity m if for each subspace of 1.9 we have
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= {0} if k ^ m (/M E N U {00} ) . We now add the following 
assumption.
t ' If M is the aonfiguvation space of a otassieat
system consisting of N particles^the nth particle
having spin and isotopic spin and if k is a
prequantization scheme on My then A is of multiplicity 
Nn/gj' fn^l ^ ^
Note that we are not asserting a converse 
assumption; indeed, if the wth particle had spin j '
and isotopic spin k ' A would have the same multiplicity
N ^provided that IT ( 2j + 1 )( 2k + 1 ) = II ( 2J * t 1) ( 2k * I 1 ) ,
The precise specification of the actual system cannot be 
done at this stage : it would appear as an extension of 
the theory to be given in succeeding sections. Let us 
note parenthetically that the most general quantum system 
that can be  ^described classically ^ in some sense would 
correspond to the most general decomposition 2.P. It 
has not yet been ascertained by the author to what systems 
such a general decomposition would correspond. Note 
also that t could clearly be generalised to the case of 
supermultiplets.
If A is a prequantization scheme of multiplicity J 
on a manifold M, and if S is the set of all F(k) for
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AEBfM,), then it can be shown by the theory that leads 
to 1,4 that S is maximal Abelian in the set of all 
projections on i.e. if J is a projection which commutes 
with every element of S then J ^ S .  This condition is 
equivalent to the statement that if ^ is a bounded 
operator on which commutes with every member of the 
algebra S" of bounded operators generated by 5, then 
(in the terminology of Dirac, S" is a complete 
commuting set.of operators). Clearly, a single particle 
of spin zero is described by a prequantization scheme of 
multiplicity 1 . It must be considered an axiom that 
t is the correct generalisation to the case of higher 
spins.
§2 Momentum Observables
In this section we introduce the notion of momentum 
observables. We shall have occasion to use some basic 
notions in the theory of differentiable manifolds. For 
the details see Abraham [1], Sternberg [1] or Helgason [1].
Let M be a manifold. The tangent bundle TM of M 
can be considered to be M with a vector space of the same 
dimension as M attached at each point, i.e.
™  =  U  {^} X V y
qSM ^
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where for each q ^ M y  7^ is a finite-dimensional real
vector space.
For any finite-dimensional vector space 7, let us
write T^(V) for the space of tensors on 7 of contravariant s
order r and covariant order s(ryS - 0yly2y,,,), We write
= U X (V^). ^ q^M  ^ ^
We have t Im  - IM; T^M = M = U {nr} x 7 is called the °  ^ q ^ M  ^
cotangent bundle of M.* In the case where M is an open 
subset of a finite-dimensional vector space 7, we can
identify 7 with 7 for every q and we have
TM = M  ^Vy T ’^M = M X 7^
In general 5 7 can be thought of as the set of possible
 ^velocities ^ of the system when in the position q
will then be the corresponding set of 'momenta^.
Let <^ :M ~^M be a diffeomorphism. Then we can define
T^4>: T^M -^T^M (Abraham [1, §6] , T(f) - Ti(f) is called the s s s "
tangent of <i>, For T^^ we write cj)^. If M is an open
subset of 7, then T(p works out to be
T(j>('qyVj = {(j}('qjy D(^fqJ,vJ
where (qyV) Ea/x 7  ^ and (j) ^ :
<l>'^ (qjp) = (<^(q)j po (^(q) ) )
where (qyp) ^ M x . [In terms of coordinates; if
* If 7 is a finite-dimensional real vector space, the 
dual space is the space of linears maps 7-> R.
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q =  (q'^) V = (v^ ') with respect to a basis of V ^  ^ '1=^1
and p ~ (pj) with respect to the dual basis, thent t.=l
n n
jT(f) (qyV) = n f nr*
'èq^
and r n E p .13?'^
n 
i,=l,.]
As a simple example, let M = 7 = R and (j);R-^R, 
q sinh q ,. Then
T<^(qyV) = (sinh <7 j v cosh <7)
^^(qyp) = (sinh q, p/cosh qj .
The point about (f) ^ in general is that if M is the
configuration space of a classical system then T ’^M will 
be phase space and c|>^ will be a canonical transformation 
For a manifold M, let X(M) denote the set of all
00vector fields on M, i.e. the set of all C maps
X: M *+• y 7 for which X ( q ) ^ V  for every q ^  M * , X(M) q^M q q
can be identified with the set of all R-linear deri­
vations of F (M) . For each q^^My % EX(M) defines a
This definition of a vector field differs from the one tacitly employed in I §6 and the usual definition as a map TM, Our purpose is to simplify the state­ments of results to be given below. The same applies to our definition of d/ which is different from the usual df: M ^ T ^ M  used in I §6 . The tangent space at q G M is f M = {q} X 7^3 the cotangent space
T ^M = {q} X 7 .^ q 9
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local C one-parameter group {F,: |t| < a} for some
a > O y  of diffeomorphisms of a neighbourhood of 
qo. If M is an open subset of 7, this local group is 
given by the solution of the equation
T)o(t) = X(o(t)) 
where c(t) = o is a curve at qo ) « [ In classical
notation and writing X(q) - (q)) ibe above equation
becomes tbe system of differential equations
^ ( t )  ^ x^ (q^ y q'^  y .. . yq^) ( 1 4  i4 n)ct t
with the initial condition q(0) ='qo*]
We say that X is complete on M if the local group 
can be extended to a group of diffeomorphisms of M,
This is the same as saying that the solution of the 
above equations with arbitrary initial point q^ exists 
for all t G R . In case X is complete, we write 
{F^:tGR} for the one-parameter group and call F the 
flow of X on M, Then we have
F: R X Af -^My (tyq) F _^ q
and F is on R X Af (see Abraham [1, §7] for details).
For / G F (y^ Afj, we shall denote by the vector field 
in X(T^M) generated by / (Abraham [1, p.99]). In case 
M is an open subset of 7 we have
(d ^  i 4n)
( w t 1 4  i '4 2n)
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If is complete on T^M we shall write
(tyX)-^F^x for .the flow of X on T ’^M,
In this case / is a^generating function’ for the group
{F^: A G R}.
For /GF(Af), we shall denote by df: Uq ^ M  q
the differential 1-form associated with /•* If M is an
»open subset of V then df = D/ and df(q) = 
respect to the dual basis.
2.1 Definition
If X e x  (MJ y define V(X): by
V(X)(q,p) ” p,X(q)
(observe that pG X(q) G 7^). V(X) is called the
momentum of X,
If M is an open subset of 7 and XfqJ = (q)
n jthen V(X)(qyp) = Z X (q)p..
i=l ^
The following results are of importance;
2.2 Theorem
(i) V(X) (T^U) for all xeX(M);
Hi) if is a diffeomorphismy then :
T^M-^ T^M is a sympleotie dif feomorphism j
See footnote on page 67.
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(Hi) if X eX(M) is complete on M with flow (pj
then ^Y(X) complete on T^M with flow where
( ;^
(iv) Y(X(M)) is a Lie suhalgebra of  ^(T^M) and T 
is an anti-homomorphism y i,e,
irrz^rrj;! = -rdXyX] )y
where Y] is the Lie bracket of the vector fields Xyl 
(JJ - YX when Xy 1 are identified with derivations 
(differential operators) of F (M)).
Proof. See Marsden [1, p. 351] (statement (iv) is 
included here for completeness only and will not be 
needed in the sequel).
In view of 2. 2 (Hi) y for such (p we shall write
^ = (<P^ ) •
Let M be a manifold. We shall write
P (M) = {T(X): xeX(M) is complete on M}
Elements of P (M) will be called momentum observables
on M. By 2,2 (i) they are real-valued functions on
T^M, If M is an open subset of 7, P(Mj consists of
n ^those functions of the form (qyp) ^ Z a (q)p • withi=l .
C°°afs for which the vector field Y: q (<x'^ (q) ) •^^ isi I'—j-
complete on M, Examples for the case M = 7 = are
the linear momentum components p ., the angular momentum
i n   ^ icomponents q p • - q p . and the scalar Z q p..
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As an illustration of the foregoing definitions we 
consider the following example. Let M = R- {P} so that 
T*M ~ M and let /: f R  be given by
f ( q , p )  = In |g| p . q
for all (qyp)eT^M, Then f is on and the vector
field X^: MxR->-RxR^ is given by
= (q I ^1J ~(7 t In |q I )p)
for all (q^p) eT^M. X^ is complete on T^M with flow 
: R x t ^M^T^^M given by
Ix it'
F((q,p) = fsgn r?; |q 7  ^
where sgn ( q) - 1 if q >  Oy -1 x f q < 0 ,  f is also in
P (M) for it is of the form V(X) where xeX(M) is given
by
X(q) = q In I q I
for all q E M  (see 2,1), X is complete on M with flow
(|) : H X M M given by
(p^ q = sgn (q) \q\
According to 2,2 (Hi) , the flow of Xj. is also given 
by where
(p^(q^p) = (P^qj p o Bp_^(p^q) ) ,
An easy computation shows that this is the same as
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F^(qyp). f is an example of a momentum observable on
§3 The set L (M)
We shall be particularly interested in those 
classical observables which are sums of momentum 
observables and position observables. We define
L (M) = a(M) f P (M)
~ ifi+fz- fzeP(M)},
Observe that every fei(M) has a unique decomposition
f - fi t f 2 where fi G 0.(M) , G P (m) , For f z ^ P  (M) implies
fz(qjO) = 0 for all q G M (see 2.7), hence
fi ( q,p) = fi(q^O) - f(q^O)- fz(q^O) ~ f(q^O) and so fi
is uniquely determined by /. If / G  l(M) we shall denote
by fly fz the components of / in 0,(M)y P (M) respectively. 
We shall denote by that unique vector field in X(M) 
such that f 2 ~ T(X^). : R x M ^ M j  (tyq) (j)"^q will
denote the flow of X^ on M.
Since' the function identically zero is in both 
Ol(m ) and P (M) , it follows that G L (M) and P (M) ei.(M) ,
Let = L (M) OiP (T^M)  ^ i.e. is the set of
members of L(M). Clearly P(M)ei.°°(M) CL(Af).
The next theorem is of importance.
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S,1 Theorem
Let fe\.^(M), Then is complete on T^ M^; the 
flow of X^ is given by
t
p((q>v) = Pz o (t>( ' Cq^p) - dC/{ O (|)^ _^ ;0
a
for all (q^p) e.T^My where P 2 is the projection onto the 
second factor: (q^pj-^p.
Proof. We shall construct an integral curve of % « at 
( qo jp Q ) ^ F'^M , By means of a dif feomorphism of an open 
set T^U C t ^ M  iv is open in M) with (qoyPQ)^T^U onto 
y ' where y ' C R^ is open, we can suppose everything
to take place in ’ x R^ . Thus we have X ^ : £/'-^ R^, 
X^S\(U'), fi; (/' +R, fz: (/' x ( q , p  ) ^  p . ( q  ) and
f  ; e  F CP'J .
Let g; (-a, a) -s-i/’ x R ^  3 t -^ ( c i ( t) y c 2 ( t) ) for some 
a >  0 be an integral curve of Xj, at (qoypo)* The classical 
equations of motion are
Dci(t) = X^(c\(t))y (i)
Tso^(t) = -l>f[(ai(t))-D(Oi(t)^ X^)(oi(t)) ( U )
for all t e  (-ay a). We have
X X O i d )  , X^) (oi(t) ) =  Ti(02(t) ) (X^Oi(t) ) O BX^(ai(t))
= Oi(t) o (ai(t) )
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since oz(t) : is linear. Hence by .(ii)
Vioz(t) =  - D f i ( o ^ ( t ) ) -  o^(t)c Pi/(oi(t)). (ill)
By assumption the solution of (i) is known:
o\(t) = 4)^qo;
Hence (Hi) can be written
-Qo^(t) = -T>f[(^(q^) - a^(t)o m^(^(q^). (v)
(v) is of the form
'Doz(t) = A(t) . oz(t) -f-B(t) (vi)
where A(t): x x  o DX^( q ) is linear and
fB(t) = -Bf !^( p ^ qQ ) G R  . The solution of (vi) can be 
expressed in terms of the solution of the corresponding 
homogeneous equation
DQz(t) = A(t) • Oz(t) * (vH)
By assumption the solution of (vH) is known:
f ^Gz(t) = P 2 o (qo J P V  (viii) ^
*yz ^ •where p ' G R  is arbitrary. We refer to Dieudonne
[I5 p.305, 10.8,4], If |sl<a, our need is for a
particular solution (viii) with the property 0 2 (3 ) = po
fThe choice p ' = ^ 2° 4)_g (Pq I ojP o) in (viii) gives
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Oz(t) = P 2 o <|){ ('<?0,P2 o ^tg(<t>(qo,Po) ) 
f* f* f= P2 o (fi^ O <i>i^(rgqo^Po)
= P 2 O (^(qo^PoJ
as the unique solution of (vii) with the property 
0 2 (3 ) - p 0. The solution of (vi) having the property
0 2 (0 ) = po is consequently
Q2(t) = ?2 o (j)"^ (qo,PoJ - P 2 o ((>^^g(P^qojf>fi(<P^qo))ds
0
(Dieudonne, loc. cit, p.306, 10.8.6), Since 
we can write for the integral curve o :
a(t) = ('<t>{<3'o.,P2 O <(>{*('<7o:.Po.< - D f {('(!){<?O'* o O'*
"fÿ
= (<t>(qo^P2 o (qo^Po^ - v(f[o^(_^)(<^^qo)d8) (ix)
with c(0) = (qo^po)^ \t\ < a. On transferring via the 
inverse diffeomorphism to T^U c(t) can be written finally 
in an invariant form:
f fa(t) = F-^fqo^Po) = (P^qo^Pio (j)"^ (qo^Po)
0
where (qo,po)Gy^*P and |t| < a.
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Clearly, for each (q^yp e T ’^My the local flow given 
by (x) can be extended to a flow x T^M (define
by fw) for any (q^yp^jeT^^M and any t G R ). Thus 
is complete on T^M,
Both Z .1 and the next theorem are important for the 
theory to be developed. If X G X(Mj is complete on M 
with flow F and p : M M  is a dif feomorphism, we define 
pX ex(M) to be that (unique) vector field having the flow 
(tyq)-^po F , o 4) ^(q). If M is an open subset of V then 
(f)X is given by (pX)(q) ~ Dp (p ^qJ.X(p .
3.S Theorem
Let f G L°°(M) 3 gei.(M), Then for all A G R3 
g6 F^ G L (Afj 3
(g°p(.){(q) == g{(^(.q) - à(f[o(l>^_^)(<i>(q).X^(i^(q)da
0
for all q G M  and
(q o = r(*{^x^;.
X f  qGL°°(Afj then go F^ei°°(M). i f  gea(M) then 
go F^eO.(M) ,
Proof. By 3.7, for q E L(M)3
( g o F ( ) ( q , p )  = g ( F ( ( q , p ) )  = g [ ( ^ ( . q )  +
P i o ( q , p )  . X ^  (it>(q) - à ( f [ o  (<l>(qJ . X ^  ( ^ ( q ) d e
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for all (q^p) Py means of a local diffeomorphism
into we can write
P 20 p Ç  (q^p) (p^q) = pADpl^(p^q),X^(p^q)]
= p . (  ^^ q^
= (q,p) .
Thus g o f ( is the sum of a function in d(M) and a 
function in P(Af7 and hence is in l(M), If geü(M)
then gz - X^ = 0 and (g o F^) 2 - 0, That q o F ^ G L “ (Af;
if qGL°°(M) is obvious.
§4 Quantization Schemes
If 77 is a topological space we shall say that..a
#real-valued function / on 77 is 'locally bounded 
if for each compact set 5 C 77^ is bounded. A con­
tinuous function on 77 is locally bounded.
If 717 is a manifold i.o(M) will denote the set of 
locally bounded members of We have the inclusions
P (7^7) G L°°(717) G L o (M) eL(M) , It is clear that if 
q G  1.0(717)3 f (M) y then go F^GLo(7i7) for every fGR.
Put U(717) = 0(717) U  Lo (717) .
The object of study in this section is summarised
in
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4.1 Definition
Let h > 0, A quantization scheme on a manifold M 
is a mapping A of U(M) into the set of alt self-adjoint 
operators in a complex y infini te-dimensional y separable 
Hilbert space "K such that k\d(M) is a prequantization 
scheme on M and if jT G L (M) y then for all pGU(Af) and
t G Rj
t^(go
where ~ exp ( ^ A  /) .
We shall say that A is of multiplicity m if 
A I0(M) is of multiplicity m.
4,1 is seen to embody a global version of the 
Poisson bracket-commutator relations, for proceeding 
formally and ignoring questions about domains of 
operators we have
^ [ ^ { ( h g k f -  Kfhg)u(^]^^0
= -^( Ag'Af - kfkg) , 
i.e k(lg,fl) = •;^[kg,kf].
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On the other hand, 4,1 can be looked upon as the 
mathematical expression of the principle of equivalence 
between observers displaced with respect to each other 
in phase space. For instance, if M and g is the
ith. coordinate function q ^  q , then an observer trans­
lated by an amount t in the direction of the negative 
axis with respect to a second observer will observe 
the function q f t. Contained in 4,1 is the state­
ment that the corresponding quantum observable defined 
by the first observer will be connected withthat defined 
by the second observer by a unitary equivalence and 
furthermore that unitary equivalence will be expressible 
directly in terms of the ’generating function’ of the 
displacement. The same will apply for rotations and in 
general for any one-parameter group of transformations
of M, A similar line of argument holds for an observer 
moving with constant velocity t in the direction of the 
negative x'^  axis. He will observe the ith linear 
momentum coordinate p . of a particle of mass m to be 
p .-h mt and 4,1 contains the statement that the corres- 
ponding quantum observable, shall be unitarily equivalent 
to that defined by a stationary observer.
Again, if we take M = R, f(q^p) = p .7, g(q^p) ~ q 
in 4,1 we obtain the requirement
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K(g , f D  = h(g + t) = hg+ ht (by 1.1 (1) )
= Kg I tl (by 7.7 (4) and7.7 (2) )
= Kg I tly
where we have simply written t for the constant function 
with value t , and
exp (is(Kg-h tl) ) =
it/hKf isKg -it/^Kf ~ e e  ^e y
it/hKf isKg its isKg it/hKf I.e. e e ° = g e  ^e
The last equation is Weyl’s form of the Heisenberg 
commutation relations (Weyl [2]), all solutions for 
Kgy Kf of which were obtained by von Neumann [2].
§5 An Example
We shall give an example of a quantization scheme; 
the following terminology will be necessary.
If Af is a manifold we shall say that a measure p on 
B(M) is qua si-invariant under a diffeomorphism p of 
M if the measure A p  (c() (A) ), AGB(Af), is equivalent
to p , i.e. p ^ (A) ~ 0 iff p(A) = 0. Any manifold admits 
a measure which is quasi-invariant under all diffeo­
morphisms of Af (an example is Lebesgue measure in R^) .
If p is quasi-invariant under p, we can define the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative This is a real-valued function
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d\i
d\xon M and has the property --r^(x) > 0 for p-almost all
A measure which is quasi-invariant under all C one- 
parameter groups of diffeomorphisms of M will be simply 
called quasi-invariant.
Let y be a a-finite quasi-invariant measure on B(M),
If fEl(M) let ~ p , f . Let 3C = f 2 (M, p) . Suppose(p t
f E l o  (M), Then is locally bounded on M, For each x ^ M  
the map R s p ^ x  is continuous; hence the sets 
{p^x : 0 4 s 4 t] if t > 0 and { . *  t < 8 < C } if t 4 0 are com­
pact. Since f{ are measurable and moreover bounded on these
t
0
f[(p^x)ds exists and is finite forsets, the integral 
each t G R .
If fGQ.(MJy then p^x - x for all x ^ M  and t G R so that
f t  f   ^ ^
f'fp-’xlds exists in this case also. For % G 1 2 G , p)
^  ® fand /GU(Af) let 7 7 C be given by
(U^h)(xJ = exp (i/fi
0
for all X e M, Then we have
5.1 Lemma
: t is a strongly continuous unitary representa­
tion on f 2(M3C^3p) of the additive group of real numbers,
Proof. If f is any measurable, complex-valued function
on M for which fdp is defined and if p is any
i M
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diffeomorphism of M, then
f(x)dy(x) =
M
fod)(iu, is defined and 
M ^
M
f ( (x) . (i)
Hence
M
(U^h) (x) W^d\i(x) =
M
'h(W^d\x^^(x)
M
^h(x)^^d\x(x)- - II7% 11^  < oo,
Thus for each t , 77^  is a unitary mapping onto
^2(^3 C^.P).
We next prove that for all s, f G R
d]if d]xf f
d\i d\x d\x s
for p-almost all x^M, We have, for AG B (M),
<i>{a ; = y{r<f>{A;
^ d P^ ( rc ) =(f)^ A6
dp^X . jp. (x) (x)d]i(x)M à\x
dpi f dpv%A (^^3-  (x)d\i(x) .
(by (i))
But =
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(x)d\x(x) ; hence (ii) follows.
M
Furthermore, if
■p ^ fA H x ) = exp (i/h f{(p x)du)y (Hi)t ] g u
then
A^(x)A^(p^s) - A^,.(x) (iv)3 V S  ' St"V
for all Sy t GR and
A^(x) = 1 . (v)
By (ii)y (iv) and (v) it follows easily that
, y i.e. C/*^ is a representation of the additive s t 8-hV
group R .
fIt remains to be shown that is strongly continu­
ous, i.e. for each h e t  ^ (MyB^ y\x) y the map R £2 (Mj p) ^
i'
that the map R ^ C ,  t-^(U^fyg)^ is measurable for all
t ->■ U^h is continuous. For this it is sufficient to show t
f , g G f 2 (My C^3 p) .
We first note that we may assume the map R x Af ^  R ,
f
(t^x) ^ ^ ( x )  to be measurable (Mackey [1, p. 317],
Varadarajan [1, p .16]). Next we shall show that the
f fmap R X Af ^ R, ( t y X ) ^ ^ H t y X )  = fl(p'^x)ds is measurable.
If 0 vie have
^^(tyX) =
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The function r\: <») x R s) -^ X[q (a) is
-1measurable; for if a <: P (resp. a>l) n ((a^ oo)) = [p^oo) x R
(resp. 0 ) while if 0 < a 4 1 n = [(tys): 0 4 s 4 t)
which is of the form {q G [ ooj x R ; 0 4 pioz (y ) 4 pvi (y) }
where pr^ is the ith projection. Hence
n"” V  («3 ~) ) G B ( [7?3 c)oj X R; (Hewitt and Stromberg [1, p. 152]).
It follows that the function [ O3 x M x R R 3
(tyXys)^X^Q (s) is measurable.
 ^ fThe function M x R R ^  (Xy s) -^ f [ (p^x) is measurable; 
for (Xys)^p^x is continuous and is measurable. Hence 
the function [Oyoo) x M x R R 3 (tyXys) ~^f'(p^xj is measurable 
It follows that the function [Oy^J xAfxR-^-R^
(tyXy s J X  f is measurable and by writing
this function as the difference of its positive and 
negative parts it follows from the Fubini theorem that
fthe function [ 0y°°J x M f ^ y  (tyX) (tyX) is measurable.
A similar argument holds if t < Oy that
(-«>3 q) X 717->■ R3 (tyX)-^^^(tyX) is measurable. Hence the
fmap R X M R3 (tyX) (tyx) is measurable. Clearly, the 
same is true for the function R x Af-> (tyX)'^A^^(x) =
exp (i/h ^^(tyx)).
Since for all f, g G JC 2 (^3 C^3 y) the maps ( tyX ) -^ f ( p^x ) 
and (tyx) -^g(x) are'both measurable, it follows by 
considering components that (tj a:)-> < f 3 g (a;) is
measurable.
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Thus we have proved that the mapping R x 717 ->• C 
given by
(tyX) -^A^(x) / ^ ( ^ ( x )  f(p^x) yg(x) )
V / dy  ^ ^
is measurable. But this mapping is just the mapping 
(tyX) ^  ( (U^f ) (x) y g(x) ) By the Fubini theorem it now 
follows that
t - ^ < U ^ f y g )  = [ ( (U^f) (x) yg(x) } d\i(x)^ ) 717
is measurable. This completes the proof.
If ; t G R } is a strongly continuous one-parameter 
group of unitary operators on a Hilbert space then there 
exists a unique self-adjoint operator A such that 
= exp (itA) for all tG R. A is called the self- 
adjoint generator of the group.
5.2 Theorem
For each fe\}(M) let Af in JG 2 (7)7, y ) he h times the
f fself-adjoint generator of the group { t G R where
is given by (1),
Then A is a quantization scheme of multiplicity m on
M.
Proof. First observe that if / G  (1(7(7) then fz = Oy 
p^x = X for all X e M  and t G R and = y . Hence
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(U^h)(x) = exp (i/h f[(x)ds)h(x) ~ exp (it/hf[(x))h(x) 
for all h e£ 2 (MyC^ y\x)  ^ i.e. = m(exp (it/hf[)). The
fself-adjoint generator of the group {77^ ; tG R} is then
and Af = m(f [), By 1,9 it is 
immediate that A|Q(M) is a prequantization scheme of 
multiplicity m on M,
It suffices to prove that
t s -t s 
for all fei°°(M)y gEU(M)y Sy ^ G R .
We shall first prove that for all fei*^(M)y g^l(M)y 
d\i( d\i(^  „ <fu| „ °
dïï dF dïï = d^
for y-almost all x ^ m . By 3.2
f f
hence the flow ° ^t of ° is given by
<J,| ° O <j)^ o (i-i)
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Ug ° = y . g o  p{(a;Yg y ° ^^67 = y 7<1){^  0 * ^ 0  4>{a;
0 < A
dyf
M s t
f aXa I''*’!* ° *fga=7 ^  7œ7dyra;7
M
f cr <^ I's
dïï dÿ
<^yii „ ^ <iyf ^ dvt3F r<!>g c <|)^a:; ^  (^fx) ^  (x)dM(x)
M
(by (i) of 5,1),
But y^ " ^((h) dyXi^(x) jjY (a:) dy (a;) ; hence (i) follows
M
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N o w  s u p p o s e  t hat  f G  L (M) ^  g^\S(M) 
f o r w a r d  c a l c u l a t i o n  g iv es
A  s t r a i g h t -
(U^U^U^.h)(x)t S -V
exp li/h f ' C <P^x J d u -f- g ' C(l>^  o <p-[xj d u f ’ f (p^ o <p^ o (p-[x J du U o  1 “ J(? “ * I u 8 Vf/aS' . a/.
- t r / a /- A S', a /- ]
'duf dp/ A f f f
d^ d^ ^*8
l o c a l  d i f f e o m o r p h i s m  i nto  w e  c a n  w r i t e
f or  all s u f f i c i e n t l y  s ma ll  s . Let x
D c
h e n c e
D (f { o (p^^) r<j)^  o (p^x) . r o
( s)
T h e n
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à ' f : -
Integration with respect to v gives, in invariant form,
drfj[o 4)f^;r(!)^o
The functions (v^s) f [ ( ° and
(v^s) ’^ f  ' ( 0 0^0 are both continuous onO S  ^ Q %/
[6?jt]xR (t>0) or [tjO] X R (t4 0) (remember that f^l°°(M)) 
Since also the closed interval with endpoints 0^  t is 
compact we may interchange the order of integration and 
differentiation in the first integral to obtain
O (|)^ O (\)^ a;)dv =
d(f I o <l>^ J  ( o (<l>^ o ^^,x)dvdu + (t,x) . ^ ■” £/ Z/t u U lÿ
is obtained by putting s - 0:
t
Simple changes of variable in all three integrals gives 
finally
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— 't e't
('!>[ o <(>? 0 ^t^)du + f'(<t>^x)du ^ I U b V j g i- U
drff o r<j>^  o o ^ ^ œ ) d v d u .
The inner integral on the right is
0
d ( f [  O Ci|>{ o <|){^o (j)^ O tp^xj -X^Ccp^ O (|){^ “ ‘f’w °
which by 3.2 is equal to
S' ; C'I'y o j - (ff O F p  l ( o <|)^ O <p^ x) .
Hence 
t ~ t
n o 'fl(<p^x)du'f 0^ ' T(j)^ o t <l>^ ° du^ I U ) ^  1 U V s V
rs
(?
Q
( go F^ )   ^((}){^ O (|)^ O dw
(go F^ ,) ° ^ '^x)du
0  ^ w r%;)
by (ii) * Using (i) ^ (il) and (v) ^ (Hi) can now be 
written
exp (i/h
= (V^ ° (x).f
/
Hence
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This completes the proof of the theorem.
A quantization scheme of the type described in 5*2
will be called oanonioal* The variables describing
all such canonical schemes are the multiplicity m , the
measure p and the manifold M. We stress here the
hypotheses on \x of a-finiteness and quasi-invariance.
If M is a finite-dimensional normed space V then there
is only one such measure u (apart from equivalence)
so that we may speak in this case of the canonical
quantization scheme on V of given multiplicity.
Let us remark at this point that the operator
correspondences given by the canonical schemes are in fact
the ones employed in conventional quantum mechanics.
If the reader will take M to be , y to be Lebesgue
n •measure and f(q^p) = a(q) f Z b (q)p. and evaluate
fa,,/-Iformally îi/i __*I9 f ; he will find that Af turns out to bet=0
something like
Of course this can be done rigorously. As in 6*2 the 
operators A/ are best defined in terms of the groups they 
generate 5 at least for non-linear manifolds.
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These and other topics will be discussed in
§7.
5*2 is important as an existence theorem; without 
it we would not know that quantization schemes exist 
at all.
§6 Systems of Imprimitivity
The material of this section is largely the work 
of Mackey. We shall deal with a small portion of the 
theory, simplifying it somewhat by transcribing it in 
our context of differentiable manifolds and unitary 
representations of the additive group R (the general 
theory deals with metrically standard Borel spaces and 
projective representations of separable, locally-compact 
groups).
6*1 Definition*
Let M he a manifold and P a projeotion-valued 
measure on ^(M) with values the projeotions on a 
separable Hilbert spaee Let U be a strongly continuons^
unitary representation on of the additive group R.
Let ((); R X A f (t^x) ij) .a; be measurable and suoh that 
for all Sj t € R^ cj)^ ;A/->Af is 1-1 j onto and measurable ^
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for all A G B(Mj.
Then the pair (P^ (l>) is called a system of imprimitivity 
for U (Mackey [3, p.279]).
6.2 Theorem (Mackey [3, p.2 8 3])
With the notation of 6.1s let y he a o-finite 
measure on B (M) quasi-invariant under every (|)^ (f G R) ^ 
let ^ :,V) (mG N U  {oo}; and P ( A) = m(x^) for all
A G B(M).
Then for each f G R  there is a mapping of M into 
the unitary operators on such that
(U^hXx) = A^(x) J  (x)h(<p^x)
for all ,v.), x & U .  A has the following
properties :
(i) for all Ss f G R
for \x-almost all æ G M;
(ii) A^(x) is the identity operator on for 
\i-almost all a? G Af;
(Hi) for all a, z* GC^ the mapping
m
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is measurable and for all f G R  the mapping
is measurable.
Let now A be an arbitrary quantization scheme of 
multiplicity m on M, with values the self-adjoint 
operators in K  For each AGB(Af), put °
P(A) = A^ .. Then g and P is a pro j ect ion-valued
measure on Af. If / G L  (M) ^
= x^f ,r<?; = g^f Jq,p) 
by 3.2; hence
By 4.2 we then have
= u^p(à)u[^ es;
where
= exp (it/^kf). (^)
Since (j)*^ is continuous on R x Af and for each t cj)^ is 
continuous on Af, (Ps^^) is a system of imprimitivity for
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By 1,9 we may assume that if f^Q.(M) then hf - m( f ' ) in 
for some a-finite measure \x and in particular 
Hg^ = p(h) - m(x^)• Furthermore it is clear that the 
null sets of y are the same as those of P; hence by (2)^
]x(à) = 0 iff \a((^ ^A) ~ \i^(à) = 0, i.e. y is quasi­
invariant under every f G L (M) ) , The following
theorem is now immediate.
6,d Theorem
Every quant'Lzation scheme of mult'ipt'te'ity m on M 
un'ltar'ity équivalent to a quantization scheme A on M with 
values the self-adgoint operators in f 2 y  ^ for some
a-finite quasi-invariant measure y and having the following 
properties :
(i) hf - m(f^) for all f^O.(M);
(ii) for each f^i.^(M) there is a mapping of
R X M into the unitary operators on such that
(a) (U^h) (x) = A^(tj,x) j ^  % r 4)^ 03 J (é)
for all A 2 TAfj y;3 where ~ exp (it/hhf) ^
(b) for all 8j t ^ R
A^(stt^x) = A^ ( s^x)A^ (5)
for \x-almost all x ^ M ^
(c) A^(OyX) is the identity operator on for 
\x-almost all x ^ M j
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(d) for all ' G the mapping
R X M ^  G j ( t fX ) ( t ) z 3 z ^ )m
is measurable and for all f G R the mapping
M ^ ^ 3  X A ^ (t3 x) Z 3 z ^
is measurable 3
(e) if g' G L (M) then for all S 3 ^ G R
f
A ^  ° (S3X) - A ^ ( t 3 x ) A ^  (S3 (^^x) A ^ ( t j (j)^  ^o <j)^  o <l)^ x) ^ (6 )
for \x-atmost all x ^ M ,
Proof. The quasi-invariance of y follows from the fact 
that every one-parameter group of differomorphisms of
M is of the form t G R }  for some f^?(M),f.f *
(i) and (iia)- did) follow from previous remarks and 
6,2, To prove die) substitute (4) and a similar 
equation involving g into the basic identity given in
4,1 to obtain
J
(S3 XJ ~ A-^ f-t3 <t>^ o ,^  / o »v»l ^  A ^  -f- \ f cf Æ  ^  rt* ) A ^  ^  — ~h r\ Æ  ^  '
That
A^(-t3<^^ o ^^X) = J (})^ o^ (j)^ o (^^x) ^
follows from dib) and die) on replacing s by t, t by -f 
and X  by o (j)^ o 4>^x,
The problem of determining all quantization schemes 
involves the determination of all functions A^ satisfying 
(l))-(e) of 6,3, This apparently is very difficult.
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(S) can in a certain sense be ’solved* ^for particular 
functions notably when for each x o ^ M  the mapping 
t->(j)^ £Co of R onto the orbit 0^^ = {(j)^ £Co* t G R } is a 
diffeomorphism, or at least when the set of a^ o for which 
this is not the case has y-measure zero. In the former 
case (5) gives
A^(t3<l)^Xo) = A^fSjXo)  ^A^ ( s-f t^x Q ) ,
f -1Let y(t) = <{)^£Co and put s ~ y x; then
A^(t3x) - A^(y ^x ^x q )”^A^(y ^x + t^xo).
Since yTy x-h t) ~  ^ xo =  ^ xq =
we have
A^Ct^x) = A^ (y'~^  X 3 X 0 ) ^A^(y ^((^^x)3 Xo),
For each a; G 0 write (x) = A^(y ^x ^X q), Thena? 0 a? Q
A^(t^x) ~ (x)"^^ B^Xo Xo t
for all a: G 0 . We may choose an a?o in each orbit andX  Q
write B^(x) = B^ (x) if a; G 0 , thus defining B^ almosta? 0 ar g
everywhere and we have
A^(tjX) = B'^ (x) B’^ (<^‘’_^ x)f /4. r^ ) — vf ^ ) (Ÿ)
ffor y-almost all x ^ M ,  Conversely, if 5*' is any map 
from M into the unitary operators on , then A^(t^x)
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defined by (7) satisfies (5).
§7 Quantization Schemes on Vector Spaces
If M is a finite-dimensional real normed space V the 
results of the preceding section can be made more precise. 
First of all, the measure y may be taken to be Haar 
measure (and hence Lebesgue measure when V = R^).
7.1 Theorem
Any quasi-invariant 3 o-finite measure y on V is 
equivalent to Haar measure,
Proof. If a G f G R_, the mapping 7^7^ x ^ x t ta is a 
diffeomorphism and the set of all such mappings for fixed 
a and varying f is a one-parameter group of diffeo- 
morphisms of F. By hypothesis, for each A G B (7^ ) we have 
for each a G 7 (putting t ~ 1)
\i(l\) = 0 iff yTAtaj = 0,
The function 7 x 7 Rj (x3 y) is measurable
since it is the composition of the continuous function 
(X3 y) X-h y with the measurable function x^Xj^(x), Let 
X denote Haar measure on the locally compact additive
group 7. By the Fubini theorem
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7 x 7
X A (a; f y ) d(\® \x) (x^y ) 'F .
y)d\(x)
7
d\x(y)
F VX^(^)dX(x) du(y) V
(with the usual convention that 0 ,^ - Oj 00,00 = 00),
7x7 F
X k (^ + y)d\x(y)
Jf Vx^_^(y)dv(y)
dX(x) =
V
y (A - x)dX(x) .
Also
dX (x)
V
Hence
]}( H - X ) dX (x ) = X(L)]i(V),
V
]i(à-x)dX(x) = 0;
V
Suppose that X(à) - 0, Then 
hence y(A- icj - 0 for X-almost all £c G  7 and in particular 
(since X ^ 0) ]i(à-x) = 0  for some £c G 7. Hence 
y(Aj = 0, Conversely, suppose that yfAJ = Oj then
\}( à - x) = 0  for all rc G 7 so that I \x( L - x) dX(x) = X( A)\i(V ) = 0  » 
Since \y tA 0 (the Hilbert space f 2 (Fj G  ^y,) is infinite­
dimensional) we have y(F) jA O3 hence X(AJ = 0, Thus 
y (Ay) ~ 0 iff X (Ay) - 0  and y and X are equivalent.
The mapping k is unitary from Z % (F^ y) onto
f 2 (Fj C^ _, X) and carries m(/) in the first space into m(/j 
in the second space for any complex measurable function /. 
Hence in the case M - V the measure y of 6,3 may be taken
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to be Haar measure.
More generally, it is almost obvious that a result 
analogous to 7,1 could be proved in the case where M is 
an arbitrary Lie group or even where M is an open subset 
of a Lie group. For reasons of space we shall not 
pursue these matters here.
For ease of calculation in applications we note here 
that in the case where M is an open subset of V and X 
is the appropriate restriction of Haar measure, thef
function __  ^ for f^^(M) can be given an explicit formd\
in terms of the determinant of (f>^. The result is
= I det (|)^ I \-a.e,, (5^*
We next show that, with certain restrictions, the 
quantized linear momentum components can always be taken 
to be those of conventional quantum mechanics. 
will denote the identity operator on C^.
7.2 Theorem
Let the notation be as in 6,3 with M ~ u = X,
Let ^ linearly independent family of vectors
in V, For each k let E P(yj be given by
* By det 5, for any differentiable map S: F F , we mean the function a; det [T>S(x)],
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for all (q3 p)^T^V, Then there exists a unitary mapping 
^ of f 2(Fj x; onto itself which commutes with all 
multiplication operators and for which
17 exp (it/iiAf^^) W  ^ - V^(t) (1^ k 4 n)
for all t ERj where
(U^(t)h)(x) ~ h(xttej^)
for all % EjGgCFjC^^x; j E R and X-almost all x ^ V ,
Proof. Let 14 k 4 n .  The flow F ^ of is given byJ V
and by
Ff(q^p) = (pi+
fkq = q +
f
Clearly — t (x) = 1 for X-almost all æ G y.d X
By (4) ^ we have
(B'Kp(it/^kf^)h) (x) ” A^(t 3 x)h(x t
for all e £ 2 ('y^ C’"^Xj^ where (5) gives
A .( s t 13 X ) - A • ( s 3 X ) A ,( 13 X + se •) ( 1 4 j 4 n) (i)0 d d tJ
for all S j f E R  and X-almost all x ^ V ,  Put f = f^ j, 
g - f^ in (6 ) to obtain
(14 j^k 4 n) (ii)
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for all s ^ t E R  and X-almost all x ^ Y .  Replace t by s , 
s by t and x by x- se. in (ii) to obtainV
Aj^a^x- sej) = A^(s^x- sej)A^(t 3 x)A^.(s3 X- se^+ te^) ^
(14 ÜJ k4 n) (Hi)
for all S 3 f E R  and X-almost all x E  y.
We shall use the following convention for a product 
of operators. If ,..., are operators we shall
write
mÎT S . ” S \ S 2 • • • H 3 
i=i ^
etc. .
We may adjoin to the set 1 4  k 4  n} a set
{g, ; n t l 4 k 4 n'} of elements of V so that
{e^; 1 4  k 4  n*} is a basis of F . For x ^  V write
n* i i nX =  Z X  e . where x E R , Leti=l
n
W(x) = ^ A .j=l
( iv)
(the summation is taken to be 0  when j~l) . If 1 4 k 4 n  
we have
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_7  M . 3-1 .W(x)A.(t3x)W(x-hte.) -[ Ti A .(x^  3 Z x e .)] A. ( t3X ) ,K K 'I' K
^ A A (7-7 ^ . __
. n ^ .(a?^  f t6% z t ; e J  ^ =
k-7 . j-7 . 2 7 .
[ JlA.(x'^ 3 Z x^e J]Z,(t3x) n A.(x^3 Z x ^ e J3^1  ^ i=l ^ ^ 3-k-l (7 ^
where
n • j-7 VZ-(fj£cj = [ TI y4.(a? J ,Z X e , )] A.( t3x) ,^ ^ zs:^ 0 % — 1 ^ ^
k+l • 3-1 ,  ^ k-1 . ^
. [ H Z X e.-f-te-,)]A^ (x f t,, Z x e . )
j=n  ^ i=I ^
Repeated use of (Hi) shows that
n  ^ J-7 ' 7(f i  ^ J-7 V _ ^
[ ,n A * ( X 3 ,Z X & . )^  A->( 13 X ) .IT j(^  J , Z ^  ^A3=k-hl 0 is=l i hi 3-n 3 =^_z ^ ^
= A. (tj Z ic 0 .7
so that
^ k-1 . k • p k-1 . __ 1Z. (t3x) = A. (x 3 Z X e ,)A H 1 3 Z x e ,)A. (x t t> Z x e .)’' h k ^=2 ^ i=l ^ i=l ^
by ( .  Thus
W(x)A^(t3x)W(x-h f0^7  ^ . (7 4 7c 4 nj (i?)
Define W on f 2(F^  Xj to itself by (Wh)(x) = W(x)h(x)
Then f/ is unitary and we have
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¥ exp (it/h.Af^) W - U^(t) hy (v) ,
Clearly W commutes with all multiplication operators.
7 , 2  is not true in general if the are not 
linearly independent. To see this observe first that 
if A is a quantization scheme of multiplicity m on F and 
0 E R , c ^ O 3 then A ’ defined by A ’/ = Af if f^Q-(V)j 
A'/ = Af + ol if /EU(Fy) - Û(F7 is a quantization scheme 
of multiplicity m on F. For suppose that G(F>); 
then go F^EQ(yj for all f G L (V). Hence 
exp (it/^A*f)A^g exp (-it/hA^f) ~ exp (it/hAf)Ag exp
(-it/iiAf) = A(g o F^) = A ’(g o F^) . Next suppose that
g e U ( V ) - a ( V ) ;  then g O F^e\l(v) - a(V) for all f G  L” ry; . 
Hence exp (it/hA^f)A^g exp (-it/^A^f) - exp (it/h.Af)Ag 
exp (-it/iiAf) -f- a I = A(g o F^) + ol = A' (g o F^) .
Now let f^fq^p) ~ p . a for all (q^pJ^T^V^ a E F and 
(U^(t)h)(x) ~ h(xtta) for all fER^ % E f % (F^ X)
and X-almost all x ^ V ,  Let aE v, a E R^ a ^ 1. Let
A be as in (5.3 with M = F^ y = X. If there is no
unitary mapping W on -Pa^FjC^^Xj such that
W exp (it/^Af^)W  ^ f7
and
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for all f E R ,  there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, we
can consider the quantization scheme A such that
exp
f E R .  Suppose there is a unitary mapping Î7 such that
and
aa aa
for all f E R . Then we will have
=  U^(t)
and
I.e.
ita/h^U (t)W~^ = U (t) = U (at) = e'^°-*°''^WU (at) W~'^  aa aa a a
giving
ito/^ iato/^ e = e
for all f E R , or
a ~ 1 ^
a contradiction. Thus no such mapping W exists. 
Since the set {a^ aa) is linearly dependent, our 
assertion is proved.
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We next introduce a set of classical observables 
which will be important in the sequel.
For s = let f^EU(Fy) be defined by
f^(qjp) = p.a - 3.q (9)
for all (q^p) ^T^V, Note that f is linear in a ,
i.e. f  ^ , = f t f ,  and of^ for any s ’G F xZ + Z ' Z Z QZ 8
0 G R . Let
\ (V) = {f^‘ s G y  X F^}.
Let G be an inner product in F. Associated with 
G is an isomorphism, also denoted by G , of F onto and 
defined by Gx.y = G(x^y) for all x^ z/G y. Thus we have 
GCx^y) ~ G(yjx) ~ Gx, y = Gy.x for all x^y^ F. If L 
is a linear mapping of F into define the linear map 
F “^ F^ by L^x,y ~ Ly.x for all x^y^ V. Clearly 
G = G^.
Let a G y_, gG F^. Define K: F ^ F ^  by
=  f f e f j  [ ®
for all a? Gy. Then X has the property that
Ka, + K^a =  3  •
We can now prove
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7.3 Theorem
Let A be a quantization scheme of multiplicity m 
on V3 with values the self-adgoint operators in 
^2 X; . Let ^ basis of V. Then there
exists a unitary mapping W of -E 2 (  ^X7 onto itself
such that for all z - (a, ^ F x
(W exp (it/ii.Af^)W ^h)(x) =
exp [ -i/h.( (^,x)t t )]A^(t)h(xt ta)
for all AGR3 GX 2 (Fj x; and \-almost all x ^  Y 3
where A (t) is a unitary mapping on with the properties
A^(s+ t) = A^(s)A^(t)
and
for all S3 A G R ,
fProof. First observe that = q-h ta for all q G
tG R, so that by (8) and 6.3 there is a unitary mapping
M on ■^2(F^^^jX) such that
- 7 f(W exp (it/^Af^)^ h)(x) ~ A ^(t3x)h(x-h ta)
for all ?2 G X 2 (Fj C"^_, x; J f G R  and X-almost all x ^ Y  and
WhfW~^ = m(f')
for all / G  Q.(y ) .
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If a = £» then f G Q ^ f; and the result is obvious.
faSuppose that a ^ 0 and put '
A, = A ( 1 4 k 4 n ) .  Let K: V~>-V* be any linear mapk
with the property Ka + K^a = 3 and let
for all (q^p) , Then gr G ü(f; n 1°° (yj and calculation
shows that
T)g*(q)»oz = K q . x + K x , q  = (Kxi-K^x).q 
for all q^ x ^ V ,  Hence
D g '(qJ,a = 3.q
for all q G y. Since ~ g for all q G y^  A G R^  3,2
gives r/„ ° F?; = - ng ' (q) .ads = -t^.q anda V ig
cf o fI>2= rrr = f . i.e.a t'  ^ ' - a-
( f o  p^)(q>p) = p.a - t^.q
for all (q^p) e T*V, *GR. Hence
/„o 4  =
for all z ~ (otj 3J G y x y^^ a 0,
Clearly (t^x) = exp (it/hKx,x)I^ for all f G R
and X-almost all a? G y. Hence by 6, 3(e) we have 
fA  ^(SjX) = exp [ i/h ( K x . x - K(x -h sa) , (x + sa) )] A^( s ^ x )
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f o r  a l l  8 G  R a n d  X - a l m o s t  a l l  a? G  y. T h e  a r g u m e n t  o f  t h e  
e x p o n e n t i a l  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  ( K x , a + K a , x )  t s ^ A a . a ]  =
- i / h  Is (Ka f K^a) ,x f s ^ / 2 ( K a +  K^a) . a] =  - i / h ( s ^ . x  t % 8 ^ 3 . aj
so t h a t  f i n a l l y  
fA ^( s j x )  - e x p  [ - i / h (  (^.x) s t ^ ( 8>-ct) s^ )] A ^ ( s ^ x )  
f o r  a l l  8 G  R a n d  X - a l m o s t  a l l  x G  y.
6,3 (iih) g i v e s
A (8 f t^x) =  A ^ (  s ^ x) A^(tyX-h sa), 
a n a l o g o u s  t o  ( H i )  o f  7,2 w e  f i n d
— 7A - 8 0 ^; =  - 8 8 ^ M ^ r t ^ x M j j ^ ( s 3 x  - 8 0 ^ f  t a 7 "
( 1 4  k 4 n ) ,
B y  7,2 w e  m a y  s u p p o s e  t h a t  f f o r  a l l  f G R  a n d  
X - a l m o s t  a l l  x  G  y ( I 4 k 4 n) so t h a t  t h e  l a s t  e q u a t i o n  
b e c o m e s
A (tfX - s e . )=A (t^x) (1 4 k 4 n)a k a
f o r  a l l  t G R  a n d  X - a l m o s t  a l l  x G  y . S i n c e  t h e  e k
f o r m  a  b a s i s  o f  F, A (f;,x; is  t h e r e f o r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  x  
\-a.e,.  W r i t e  A ( t ^xj s i m p l y  a s  A ^ ( t ) ,  T h i s  c o m p l e t e s  
t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  t h e o r e m .
T h e  r e m a r k  f o l l o w i n g  7,2 s h o w s  t h a t  w e  c a n n o t  a s s u m e  
i n  g e n e r a l  t h a t  A ^ ( t )  - f o r  a l t  a G y .
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If we take y = and to be the standard
basis then if A is a quantization scheme of multiplicity 
m on R^ 7 . 3  shows that we may assume Af to be the 
operator whose formal expression turns out to be
Af = h/i Z. ~
in f 2(R^^  ^ where a = ( j 3 ...^ ^  x = (x^jX ^ 3 ...^x^)
and is di m x m constant matrix with the property
= 0 whenever a ~ O3 0^ (14 k.4 n) , Again, we cannot 
assume in general that e = (7 for alt a G R^.
Results analogous to 7.2 and 7.3 can be given for 
other observables by making use of the fundamental 
equations.
§8 Standard Quantization Schemes
The physicist reader will no doubt complain that the 
theory so far covered has given a rather asymmetric 
treatment of ’ and ’p*. He is accustomed to having 
the option of working in ’momentum space’ or ’configura­
tion space’ as he pleases, thus placing ’p ’ on an equal 
standing with *q’. There is no reason to suppose that 
for an arbitrary manifold such a symmetric treatment of 
coordinates and momenta is possible. On the other hand
I l l
for vector spaces a symmetric treatment is forthcoming 
in certain cases. In this and the next section we 
propose to carry out this procedure and in fact to give 
a far-reaching extension of.the quantization schemes 
so far discussed. F will continue to denote a finite­
dimensional real normed space. The topology on F^ is 
understood to be that induced on F^ when is considered 
a subset of y^F; it is of course the same as that defined
by any norm on F"^ . X will denote Haar measure on F .
Let be a subset of a real vector space. A map
L of 5 into the self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space 
will be called linear if the following conditions are 
satisfied :
(i) if Xj y 3 x + y ^ S  then Lx-i- Ly is closable and
L(x + y ) ~ Lx-h Ly J
(ii) if 0 G R_, X 3 ox^ S then L(ox) = oLx, 
A prequantization scheme is linear.
We shall write f = f , . , for a G  y and putCL { CL 3 U /
i i(Vj = if^: a G  y}.
We shall call a quantization scheme A on F standard if 
A I 11(F) is linear.
For each inner product G on F there is k > 0 such that 
the mapping T: £2 (Fj X7 f 2 (Fj X) where
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(T h) (x) = K F
for ail 7z G X j(7,C^ ., x; n Xg a; is unitary and has the
property (T ^h) (x) = (Th)(-x) for all A G X 2 (F^ Xj.
[If F = R^ and X is Lebesgue measure then we can take 
K ~ (57t; det ^ is the Euclidean inner
product: Goie.^o-) = 6 . . where (e is the standardi 3 u3 U U X
basis; in this case T is the Fourier (Plancherel) 
transform when G = Go.]
Our first result says that if A is standard then the 
factor A (t; of 7.3 may be assumed to be the identity 
for all a G F.
8 .1 Theorem
Let A he a standard quantization scheme of multi­
plicity m on V with values the self-adéoint operators 
in f 2(Fj Xj. Then there exists a unitary mapping W
of f 2 (F., X j onto itself such that for all z =
(W exp (it/hAf^)W ^h)(x) =
exp [-i/h( ( ^ . x) t-h ^  a) )'\h(x t ta) d )
for all t G R_, G X 2 (F, C^ _, Xj and X-almost all x G F.
Conversely 3 if A is such a quantization scheme 
having the property (i) for some unitary map ^ 3  then 
A is standard.
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Proof: By 7.3 with 3 = G there exists W such that for
all a G y
(h) exp ( jy  ^h) (x) = A t ) h ( x  t ta) 
for all f G % e X 2 (F^C^X; and X-almost all x G y^  where
rt; = (7 4 %4
for all tGR,
It follows easily that 
(TW exp (it/^Kf^)W~^T^'^h)(x) = exp (itGix^a) )A^( t)h(x)
for all t, a and X-almost all x . If A is standard
so is A ’; f •> ZIF Af^y” V / G  U(y;; and we have
A'/^ = m(hG0^; where (1 4 k 4  n) . We shall show
that for all a G y, A - m(hGa).a
Let a = Z a}'e . (a^ G R; and put y. = Z a e .
(14 k 4 n) . Suppose that
kA'/ = m('*i Z a^Ge .) (Hi)y-k i=2 ^
for some k < n , Then
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A ' f  = m(h la^Ge^) + m(iia’^ *^Ge^ _^ )^
*■ i m(h r, a^Ge .)
where we have used the fact that mffJ-f-mCgfJ ~ mff-f^gj
for measurable functions /, g on V (cf. the proof of 1.9
(p. 62)). Thus (Hi) is true for k-h 1. Since
A'fy = A = A ' (a^/i J = a ^ A'/i = a % ) = m(ha^Gei)^
(Hi) is true for k - 1. By induction it follows that
(Hi) is true for k - i.e. A = m(h.Ga).
Hence
CTR/ exp (it/^kf ^)¥"^ h) (x) = exp (itG(x^a) )h(x) (iv)
for all a and X-almost all x. Comparing (ii) and
(iv) we see that
for all a G  y, f E R . The first result now follows from 
7.3.
For the converse, let A have the property (i) for 
some W. Then ~ mfhCa) for all a E  y . Hence
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A ' f f A'f , = m(fi6^ aj f m(hGa ') is closable and a a
A A , = mrh(?ra f a V  ) = A , for any a, a ' E y.
Also A'/ = mfîiGfaaj; = m(ahGa) = omrhGa) = oA 'f forca w
any a E y^  2 ER. Hence A', and hence A, is standard.
^It is relatively easy to prove from 8.1 that A is 
standard iff A I Iry^ is linear, in fact, iff the restric­
tion of A to the larger set {f^+e: f^ E I (V)j e E R }  is 
linear, though the latter result requires further study.
By the remark immediately following 7.3 it follows 
that not every quantization scheme on V is standard.
By taking M = Vj p = X, f = f^ in 5.2 it follows that the 
canonical scheme of multiplicity w on y is standard.
Let A be a quantization scheme of multiplicity m on 
y and let c E R ,  c ^ 0. Put A'f = A/ if f E (1(V) U L^fyj, 
A'f = k f + Q i  if /E ury; - ary; u i^ryj. if g E ary; u L“ry; 
(resp ^ 6  UCF; - Q-(V) U L “ rF; ) then g o Q.(V) U L"cf;
(resp. g o F ^ G U ( V )  - d(V)^ l"°(V)) for all f e L^rFJ , t e R . 
It follows easily that exp (it/iih 'f ) A ^ g exp T-i t / î i A =
A* (g o F^) for any f  ^   ^ g ^ M ( V )  ^ t E R ^  i.e. A' is a
quantization scheme of multiplicity m on V .
Now suppose that A is oanonicat. Then A' is
- f fstandard. Since X ^ ~ f hence ~ all
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y e  F t E R  (Abraham [1, p.40] ) , (1) and (8) show
that if / E  \}(V) then
(exp (it/fiA(-f))h)(x)
texp (-i/h f[ x)ds)/ I det (æj |\ (
exp (i/h
0
f{(^^æ)ds) / 1 det <|)^ (x) |h(<|)-' x)0 ^ -t:
= (exp (-it/lAAflh) (x)
for all  ^ t E R  and X-almost all x ^ V .  Hence
A(-’f) ~ -Ay. If there exists a unitary mapping W such 
that WA^fW"^ = Af for all f E U (y) then we have 
A V - f  ) = -A'/ and so if / E U ( y J -  Ü(y) U L (V)
A'y - A'/ = A'yt A^(-f)
= Ay f A(-y; t 2 ai - Ay - a/ t 2 0 1
= 2oI,
i.e. (3 = 0 , a contradiction. Thus no such W exists and 
we have shown that not every standard scheme of multi­
plicity w on y is equivalent to the canonical one.
Obviously, a linear quantization scheme on V is 
standard, but not every standard scheme is linear. For 
if A is linear then A' as defined above is standard but 
if y e  M(V) - Q ( y j  U L ° ° ( y ;  and a 0  ^ a then
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A '(af) - A (af) + al = a A f + cl 
- a(Af + cl) + c(l - a)I
= aA*f+^(^-cL)I ^ aA'f = aA 
so that A' is not linear.
Having made these remarks we shall now proceed with 
the development of the theory. Throughout the rest of 
this section A will denote a standard quantization 
scheme of multiplicity m on V with values the self-adjoint 
operators in a Hilbert space îfC. For each 
z ~ ( a ^ ^ ) ^ V x V ^  let
S(z) = exp (i/hAf ). (11)z
By 8.1 there is a unitary mapping 17 of JC onto 
f 2( F j j  Xj such that for each z
WS(z)W'' ^ = §(z) (12)
where
(S(z)h)(x) = exp (~i/lA(^.x-f- ^^,a) )h(x-h a) (13)
for all A E jC 2 (Fj X) and X-almost all x ^ V .  For each
aE Fj g E yx" put
Let n ; (y X V^) x fy x v^) -> R be defined by
T\(z^z^) ™ 6 . a ^ - 6 %  a (15)
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where s - ^ ' - (a %  8 V . We then have
8.2 Lemma
(i) for alt Sj s'E yx
S(z)S(z^ ) = exp ( -^n (Zjz'))S(z + s*); (16)
(ii) for alt a Ey^ 3 E y^
Q(a)R(^) = exp (‘-i/^^.a)R(^)Q(a) ; (17)
(Hi) Q (resp, R) is a strongly oontinuous unitary 
representation on of the locally compact additive 
group V (resp. V^).
oProof. Equation (16) with S replaced by S follows 
immediately from the definition (IS). (16) itself then
follows from (12).
Put z ^ (a,0) z* == (0^ g; in (16) to obtain
Q(a)R(?>) = exp ^.a)S(a^7>) > Similarly z = (0^ ,^ ).,
z ^ 0) in (16) leads to R (^) Q (a) — exp (2 ^ ,3
whence Q(a)R(7>) = exp ( .  a) R ( ^ ) Q( ql) and (17) is 
proved.
To prove (Hi) first observe that z = (o^^O), 
s' = (^'iO) in (16) gives
^ (a) Q (a ' /) =
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while s = (Oj s' = (0^^^) in (16) leads to
f 3 ';.
Hence Q (resp. i?) is a unitary representation of V 
(resp. V^) on K,
Now, by (IS) ^
(Q(a)h) (x) = h(x+ a) ^
(E(^)h)(x) - exp (-i/^6>^3:)h(x)
for all /z E X 2 (F^ A) j a E 3^ F*j A-almost all x E y .  
Since, with T defined by (10)^ we have
(TQ(a.)T~^h) (x) = for all h ^  ^  2.(V ,C,”' ,\) , and
in view of (12)^ to prove that Q and R are strongly
continuous representations it is sufficient to show
that the map y^ f 2 ^ 'Fj A) ^ m ( w h e r e
denotes the function is continuous for all
% E f 2 (Fj G^ _, A; . To do this it is clearly sufficient to
prove continuity at 0 . Without loss of generality we may
assume the norm on to be given by I! 3 H = sup 13.^1£cEy
I a? I i
for all 3^F^. We have
m I ^  \ h(x) \^dX(x)
V
4 sin^ (^^) \h(x) \^dX(x) ;
V ^
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since 4 sin^ \h(x) ^  ^  \h(x) ^  i \h(x ) \^
the integrand tends to 0 with 3* Since also 
4 sin^ (^ -— )\h(x)\'^4 4\h(x)\'^, the dominated convergence
theorem applies to give
lim \\m.()h ” hW ~ 0 
3-^()
for any A E X ^ ( F j X ) . This completes the proof of the 
theorem.
A 1-1 linear mapping L: F x F x is symplectic
(regarded as a mapping of T=^V onto T^V) iff it leaves the 
antisymmetric bilinear form n invariant, i.e.
t\(Lz ^Lz )^ = r\(z»z*) (IS)
for all sj s ' E y X y  ^ (Abraham [1, p .9 6 , 14.13] ). The 
set Sp(V) of all symplectic automorphisms of F x y* is a 
group under composition, called the sympleotio group.
It is a locally compact Lie group of dimension 
where n is the dimension of V .
If L^Sp(V) and f^ E X (V)j z ~ (a^3)j then
f^(qjP) = p. a- 3. q
= n( (q^p) :,z)
for all (qjp)^T^V^ so that
(f O L)(q,p) - fjL(q,p)) = x\(L(q,p) ,z)
= r\( (q:,p) z) =
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for all (q,p)^T*V. Hence
f o £ = f,-is L z
for all s E y X y^. (Thus the map f f o L leaves I (V) 
invariant.)
We shall write
S^(z) = S(L'~^z )^  = S(L ^z)j (20)
(22)
Qj^(a) = Sj^(a,0)3 (3) “ Sj^(Oj^)^
for all s E  y X y*, a E y^ 3 ^ F ^ ‘. We then have, in 
analogy with 8.2^
8 .3 Theorem
Let L^Sp(V). Then
(i) for alt g a s ' E y X yt
S^(z)Sj.(z') = exp ('^ x](ZjZ^ ) )Sj^(z-h z^ ) ; (22)
for otE y^  3 e y^
Q^(a)Rj^(7>) = exp (-i/^^ . a) R j^ ( ^ ) Q j^ ( a>) ; (23)
L L
representation on IC of the additive group V (resp. V^). 
Proof. By 8.2(i)j
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S^(zlSr(^’^  = S(L'\)S(L~'^ z' )L L
= exp (-^ t\(L  ^z ^L ^z O)S(L  ^( z -h z * ) )
= exp ( r\(z^z'))Sj^(z-f- g V  .
Put g = (a^ <?; j g ' = (0^ 8>) in (22) to obtain 
Qj^(a)R^(6>) = exp ( - ^  a ) S * Similarly, g = CO, 3), 
s' = (a^O) in (22) leads to R^(^) Qj^(a) = exp (*^3. (a^ 3^
whence Q^(a)Rj^(^) = exp (-i/^^ , a) Rj^ ( 8>) Qj^ ( ^ ) ^ ~^  ^ (23) is 
proved.
To prove (Hi) first observe that z = (^^0)^ 
s' ~ (a^^O) (resp. g ~ (Pj3Jj g ' = (0^3 ',)) in (22) gives 
Qj^(a)Qj^(a^ ) = f a '; (resp. i?^(3)A^(3') = A^(3 t 3 ' J ) .
Hence (resp. i?^ ) is a unitary representation of Vjj iJ
(resp. 7^) on JC.
Since 3J = exp (-^ ^ . a) Q( a)R ( ^ ) , we have
- exp r L ^ ^ ( 0 ) .L-^  ^( 0 ) )Q(L-^  ^( a^, 0))R( Lz (a^O))
(i)
and similarly
Rj^(^) = exp (-^ L ( 0 j ^ ) . L ( 0 ^ ^ ) ) Q( L ( 0 j 6>) ) R ( A 2 ( 0 ^ 6>) )
where we have written L  ^(z) = (L\^ (z) (^)) fon any
s E y X y^ . Since the maps Y Y  ^ L \ ^ (o^  ^0) ; Y Y ^ 3
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a-* L~2^  (a^O) ; V*-yV, V^^V*, ^ ^ l Z^CO.S,)
are continuous, it follows from equations (i) and (ii) 
and 8.2 (Hi) that and are strongly continuous.U L
We next introduce the oharaoter group F'. This is 
the set of all continuous homomorphisms w of V into the 
multiplicative group of all complex numbers of modulus 1. 
F' is a group relative to the usual pointwise product of 
functions and is equipped with the topology defined by 
the set of basic neighbourhoods {m(w^,0  ^b ) : wo E F '^  C E  y 
is compact, z > 0} where
^(WQyC^z) = {w E y ' ; \w (x ) - - W q (x ) \ < z for all x ^  C}.
With respect to this topology F ' is a locally compact 
topological Abelian group. For our work the following 
result is of importance,
8.4 Theorem
The mapping J: w-^ihDw(O) (considering w as
a map into the two dimensional real space of complex 
numbers Cq) is a homomorphic homeomorphism onto F^j whose 
inverse is given by (J ^6>)(^) ~ exp ('-i/h.Q,x) for all 
3 E y E y .
Proof. We shall show first that every w ^ V ^  is a 
continuously differentiable mapping into G o ^.nd that
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wfxj - exp (DwfOj.xJ (i)
for all w E y.
Let ^ basis of V and put - L1/=.^{f ; tE R}^
I a n d  define 0^: R •> C q by 0^ ( ~
By definition w(x-fy) = w(x)w(y) for all x^y^V. Hence
0. (sf ^^k^ = ^k^^^k^^k^^^k^
= 9^(8)Q^(t)
for all S j ^ER, Let
0^(s)ds.
Clearly there exists a E  R such that g^(a) 0; hence
g^(a)Q^(t) = ra
0
a
8^ (f ; 0^ ( s M s
(s + t)ds =
t-ha
0^ ( s M s
^ gj^(tt a) - g^ (^ t),
i.e.
0^(t; = (gj^(t-ha)'-gj^(t))/g^(a). (Hi)
Since 0. is continuous g^ is differentiable in R and, 
by (Hi)  ^ we conclude that 0^ (and hence w^) is differen­
tiable in R. Differentiating with respect to s and 
setting s ^ 0 vie have D 0. (tj = 0^(t;D0^((?) with solution 
Q H t )  = exp CDQ.(O).t) for all f E R .  In terms of w
these formulas read
k
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T)w^(x) ~ w^(x)V>w^(0) (iv)
and
w.u (a;J = exp ('DWi^(O).x) (o)
for all £c E
nFor £c E y  put x Z a;, where a;^E e .^ Then 
(considering V as the product x x ,., x E^) we have
D^w(x) = ( II w . (x . ) )Tiw.(x. )
= ( n w .(x .) )wHx.)'Dw.(0) by (iv)
• ^ rC /C
= z j ( c c ((?J (J < k 4 n) (rij
for all £c E y. B y  (z;7) for each k the map x^T)^w(x)
of V into the normed space of R-linear maps of V into G o
is continuous. Hence w is continuously differentiable 
in y and
n nDit? ( X  ) » y — Z T)^w(x),y-j = Z w ( x ) f)w t, ^ 6 ) * y t, ( V'V'l )
k=l ^ ^ k=l
for ail X j  ^ E y. Thus in particular, since w(0) - 23
?ïDw (0). X  -  Z DzJH 0) ,x. (viii)k=2 k K,
for all JJ E y. Finally (v) and (viii) give
w(x) = (Xy) 
n= exp ( Z ViWy(O).Xy)
- exp (I)w(0) ,x)
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for all jjE y. This proves (i) .
Since w(x) must lie on the unit circle in the 
complex plane f^w(O) .x is pure imaginary, hence ihDw( 0 ).x 
is real. This proves that ihDw( 0 )is an R-linear mapping 
of y into R, i.e. Jw = i^J)w(O)^
For Wi 3 Wg E y ' let WiWz denote the mapping 
x-^ Wi (x)w 2 (i^ ) • Then JfwiWz) ~ i^BfwiWz) ( 0) = ihCDwi(O)
•h 1 1 1 0 2 (0 )) = Jwi + Jwz* Thus J is a homomorphism.
By (vii) and (viii) we have Dw(x) = w(x)Hw( 0 ) for 
all w E y ' j  x E y ,  Hence Jw ~ Hw(0) = 0 implies Dw(x) — 0 
for all jcEy, i.e. w(x) = o for all æ E y (c a constant). 
Thus g - w( 0 ) =w(o + 0) = w( 0 )w( 0 ) - 0 ^ 3  i.e. a = 1 ,
Thus the kernel of J consists entirely of the identity 
in y'; hence J is 1 - 1 .
Let 3 Ey^. Then the map w^ : y C3 x e x p  (^i/h$,x) 
is in y ' and Jw^ = g. This proves that J is onto and 
consequently that J ^3 = w
It remains to be proved that J and  ^ are continuous. 
Let Wo E y \  Let e > 0  and suppose that w^N(wojCijr)
£ TTwhere Ci ~ {x^V: and r = 2  sin (min ("^j ~^ ) ) •
Then \w(x) ->Wq (x ) \ < t for all x ^ C i ^  i.e.
I exp (Dw (O).x -'DWq (O).x )- 1\ < r
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for all x ^ C i .  But this is the same as
I sin ( Jw - Jw q ) .x) \ < r/2 (ix)
for all JJ E Cl. Thus for each jjE Ci there exists an
integer M such that
2n TT - s < (Jw - Jwq ) ,x < n^ TT f sX  2n X
where s = min ( e/(4hJ ^ tt/3 J . Suppose that n ^ > 0 .  Then
JJ JJ
where y = x/(2n^)^Ci. Since s/(2n^)4 s/2^ 'ir/Cj we 
have
J  - Jwo).y <
hence
sin ('^(Jw- Jwo).y) > sin2h
which contradicts (ix). A similar argument holds if 
we assume n < 0. Thus n -  0 and we haveJJ JJ
I ( Jw - Jw Q ) . X \ < s
for all JJ E c 1 . Hence
I Jw - Jw 0 I - sup \ ( Jw ~ Jw 0 ) • oc \ ^ 2^8 JJ E c 1
s/ 2  < e
and J is continuous at W o ? for every Wo ^  V ' *
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Let 3o E . Let z> 0 and suppose that 3 E and
3 — 30  ^fts. Then
sup 1(3- 3o .a; I <he,JJ E Cl
h e n c e  | ( 3  -  3 o / ^ ' ^ |  f o r  a l l  jj E c i . Now
I J ~ ^ 3 (a j; -  J " ^ 3 o  ra:) | =  | e x p  ( ~ i / h  ( 3  -  3  o ;  . jc) -  7 |
= 2 I s i n  ( 3 - 3 o ) . a j | c ^ | ( 3  - 3o).a;| < s f o r  a l l  jj E c 1 . 
T h u s  J " ^ 3  E 7 y ( j " " ^ 3 o ^ ( ^ w G v )  a n d  j "   ^ i s  c o n t in u o u s  a t  3 0 , f o r  
e v e r y  3 0 ^  T h is  c o m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  th e o r e m .
I f  we p u t  i? ; = o J  t h e n  b y  8.3 ( i i )  3 8.3 ( Hi )L Jj
a n d  8.4 we h a v e
8. 5 Theorem
Let L^S^(Y). Then (resp. R^) is a strongly 
oontinuous unitary representation on K  of Y (resp. Y^) 
and for each a E w E y '  we have
Qj^(a)R^(w) = w (aji?^ (w) (a) . (24)
We now obtain the following fundamental result.
8. 6 Theorem
Let k he a standard quantization soheme of multi­
plicity m on Y. For each L^S^(Y) there exists a 
unitary mapping 17^ ; such that for all f E I (yj3
h ( f  O L ) = W p k f
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Proof. By g.6, 1.6 and Mackey [1, p.314, Theorem 1] 
or Hewitt and Ross [1, p.323], there is a unitary mapping 
f/i of onto ^ 2 (y^ C^3 A) for some nEN^{«»} such that
“ h(x+a) d )
and
(W\RUw)'iJ'[^h) (x) ^ w(x)h(x) (ii)Lt
for all a G w h ^<£2 XJ and X—almost all
a;E V.
It follows from (22) that if z = (o.,^) then 
Sr(z) = exp (-^ &.a)Qj^(a)Rj^(B) ■ Consequently, by (i), 
(ii) and 8.4, we have
WiS,.(z)W~i^ =S'(z) (Hi)Ju
o  ^ YLfor all a S F X F*, where S ’ ( z) : £2 ("F, C ,\) ^ £ ^ (V >k)
is given by (S'(z)h)(x) = exp (~i/^(8,.x + l(8..o.) )h(x + a) 
for all /! e £2 C”, x; . However, by (12) we have
WSr(z)w'^ = WS(L~^ z)W~^ = S(L~\), so that (Hi) givesJJ
S(L’~^z) = Yf2 §dz)]fJl^ (H)
where W 2 = f/I7l \  W 2 is a unitary mapping of f 2 AJ
onto f 2 (^» Aj.
We shall show that n - m. By 1.6 3 ^ 2(F^ G^^ A)^
where p - m (resp. p = n) ^ is a direct sum of closed
o osubspaces under all S(s) (resp. S (z) ) 3
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each of which is identifiable with f 2(F  ^A). Since
o oS(z) can be expressed in terms of the product of Q(a) 
and R(^) and since it is well-known that the set of 
operators {Q(a)j R(^): V, @ ey*} acts irreduaibly on
, each (14:k4-m) is irreducible with respect
oto the operators {S(z): z ^ V  x , An analogous result 
holds for the set i§'(z): sS yx y*} acting on each 
Jfj. ( 1 4  k 4n) .
Let 1 4 k 4 n, 1 4 j 4 m . Then by (iv), %. n y g ;
Ois invariant under all 5(g); as this set of operators
acts irreducibly on 3C. we must have ~ iO}0 0 ^
or ?C.. Hence for each k (1 4 k4 n) there exists Ü
k ' (1 4 k * 4 m) such that Wz ~ . Now
(72 ^ f f ) = W~z^  CK^ f ) / {0} and by the argument just
given but applied to Wz we conclude that
Jf nyjVJC. thus W 2 (X^) = The mapping
N ^ N ^  5 k ^ k *  is clearly an injection. Hence n4 m.
Similarly, it may be proved that m4 n. Hence m ~ n.
We can now write S(z) for S d z )  (Hi) and (12)
give S^(z) = }Ji^S(z)Vli =  W\ ’^¥S(z)^  ^(7% ^ i.e.
S^(z) = W~ls(z)W,. (v)h L L
for all g E y X where (7^  = (7 Î^7i.
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By the remark following 8.1 or directly from 8.1 
itself it follows that exp ( i t / h k f ~  exp (i/hAf^^j 
for all f E R ;  hence
exp (it/hk(f L)) = exp ( it/fihf i 
= exp 1 = S(tL~^z)
= S(L~^tz) = Sj^(tz) = WpS(tz)»j^ (hy (v))
= W p  exp aAAf^^)Wj.
- exp (it/iikfWj^
for all t E Rj  ^E y x y ^, Hence A (f ^ o A) = 
for all ;3 E y X y^. This completes the proof.
It should be noted that the requirement that A be 
standard is also a necessary condition for the existence 
of 8 .6 . For if a ' E y^ there is always a L^S^(V) 
such that L ^(a^O) = (6 3 ^ ) 3  L ^(a\0) = (6 3 ^^) for some 
33 3 ^ E y^ (for example, let G be an inner product on V 
and define L by A(q,p) = (G -Gq)). Hence if 8 . 6
holds we have
W~rKf^  =  W^(A(f^oL) +A(f^,0 L ) ) r j
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since  ^ EQ^y; and A |dry) is linear.
Similarly we may prove that K(of^) = cAf^ for all 
g E R ,  Thus A I X1 (F) is linear.
Because of the use of the uniqueness theorem of 
Mackey in the proof, 8.6 has been obtained with 
essentially little work. On the other hand, the proof 
of 8.6 is a nonconstructive proof, giving no prescription 
for finding the operator 17^  for given L, An alternative 
and semi-constructive proof which makes no use of 
Mackey*s theorem can be obtained as follows.
If g ' E y x y ^ ^  the mapping y x y ^ - > y x y ^ j
is called a symplectic transvection.
We have L^f^Sp(V). If we define
(7^  - exp (26)L , =g
then Î7 has the property that k(fo A ,7 = (7% ^ Aff7^ 
for all f E  \(v). This is proved by using 4.1 and the 
relation
+ H / 4
= lim ' - (itz) s'^  / ( 4t) isA. e e asÆ l ï T
Z >  0 'R
for any self-adjoint operator A and ^ E R  (t / 0) (upper 
sign to be taken if t> 0^  lower if t< 0). The inter­
pretation of this equation is that
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± H / 4
< 8 X
z>0 R
for all X 3 y in the Hilbert space. Sinc^ any L^Sp(V) 
is a product of symplectic transvections (Artin [1, 
p.139]), this provides an alternative proof of 8 .6 ,
For given L^SpiV)^ the operator (7^  of 8,6 is not 
unique. However, if I7£ is another such operator then 
we must have J7^  = C^(7^ where is a unitary operator on
?C that commutes with every exp (it/lkkf^) (i.e. with 
every 5(gj^ z ^ V x V ^ ) ,  The following lemma shows that 
must be of a special form,
8 .7 Lemma
Let C he any unitary operator on which
ocommutes with every S(z) ( g E y x y ^ ) ,  Then there exists 
a unitary operator C on such that (Ch)(x) = Ch(x) for 
all /z E X 2 (Fj C^3 A) and X-almost all x ^ V .
Proof. With z = (C , w e  see that C commutes with all 
multiplication operators m(e^^) (where e^^ is the function 
X'^e'^^'^). By standard arguments we conclude that C commutes 
with every m(x^^ (AEB(y;;. Hence C must be of the
form (Ch)(x) = C(x)h(x) where for each jj E y^ C(x) is a 
unitary operator on (Mackey [4, p .282]). The fact 
that C commutes also with all translation operators
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Sia^O) shows that C(x) must be independent of x for 
X-almost all x.
8.6 further shows that if L'^Sp(V) then
= C (L3 L d'W T-W T f where C(LjL^) commutes with every Lh L L
S(z). If m = 1 then by 8.7 C(A, A V  will just be a 
complex number of modulus 1 and in addition we shall have 
in this case
C ( A i A 2 , A s ) A ( A i , A z )  =  C ( A  13 A 2 A 3 J A ( A 23 A 3 )
for all A 1 3 A 2 3 A 3  E Sp(V) This follows on writing 
A 1A 2A 3 in the two forms (A 1AzjA3 and A 1(AzA3j. Indeed, 
If m = 1-, C will be a multiplier for Sp(V) and W: A (7^  
will be a projective representation of Sp(V). It would 
be interesting to find the conditions under which C is a  
multiplier Lf m ^ 1 and under which (7 is strongly conti­
nuous (for any m ) .
For properties of the symplectic group see 
Helgason [1] or Artin [1].
§9. Admissible Quantization Schemes-
If A is standard and g^'ü(V)- then if
A E c p (y j 3 go L need not lie in U(V) and when it does we
cannot be sure that k(g o L) will equal A^(7^.
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A quantization scheme A of multiplicity m on F 
will be called admissible if A is standard and if, in 
the notion of 8,6 ^ for each Sp(Y) y g E U  ( F )  ^
(i) W'^^AgW^^ is independent of choice of and
(ii) Co A E U  (y) implies h(g o L) = Wj^^hgW^^,
9.1 Theorem
Let k he a canonical quantization scheme on V, Then 
A is admissible.
Proof. The only proof that the author has been able to 
find for general V is exceedingly long and complicated.
For reasons of space, therefore, we shall give the proof 
for the relatively simple case of one-dimensional V , 
identified to R.
By a remark following 8,1 we know that A must be 
standard. Let X be Haar measure on R . By (1) and 
(8) we have
(exp (it/h.Kf)h) (x) = exp (i/h f{ {(p^x)dsj /  |det <t>^ (x)\h(<(>^ x)
(i)
for all /eU(R;, i e R, h e Xj (R, c” , x; and X-almost all
a : € R .  If K(fo L) = W~^AfW^ for all / G  I ( R ;  then any
L/ Jj
other such operator ' is such that 17^ ' = ^c^A
by 8, 73 (Cj^h)(x) = Cj^h(x) for all ?z E A^ X) 3 where
Cy. is a unitary operator on C ^ .  Hence if f E U  ( R )A
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exp {it/hAf)Wj^' = (7^   ^ exp ( it/likf ) C j^ W
= W"!^  exp (it/hAf) 17^ 3 since it is easily seen from (i)L  Lt
that C commutes with exp (it/hhf).
We next identify the set 0(A) of functions c ^  ^ (R) 
such that go A E U (R). To do this we identify R"^  ,with R 
via the mapping p -^p,l of R^ onto R and write A in the 
form A; (q^p) (aq-f-bp^ oq-hdp) where b^ o, d E R .
In order that L^Sp(V) it is necessary and sufficient 
that ad - bo = 1, Let c E U(Rj be written as 
g(q^p) = A(q) t p ,X (q) 3 where X = and suppose
that go A EU(R). Then we must have
A (aq t bp) -h (eq + dp) X (aq -h bp) = B (q ) t pi (q) (ii)
for all (^3p)E R X R^ and some measurable function B:
R ^  R and C l :  R R .
Tf b ~ 0 then a ^ 0 and clearly B(q) = A(aq) +oqX(aq ) 3  
l(q) = l/aX(aq) satisfy (ii) for any A and X, Hence in 
this case 0(A) = U (R) . Let ^EU(R) be defined by
= In \a\ .qp - oy(a) 
where y (a) = In \a\/(a - 1 /a) if |a| / 1 , y (±1 ) = ± 1 / 2 .
Then calculation shows that
f
F 2 ^^^ (q^p) = (\cc\q^ V/\^\ A oq)
(the upper sign is taken if a> O3 the lower if a< 0 ),
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Hence L: (q^p) (aq^ p/atoq) can be written as
f
L = ^ . If we let K: R x R ^ - ^ R x R ^ ^  g -gj this is
f fthe same as A ~ F (a> 0)^  A = F o K(a< 0) .
If c E U (R) , then g o K(q3p) = gi(-q)-p*X^(-q ) 3  
i.e. Co X E U (R) and (g o K) { = g [ o X^ ° ^ ~ K^ o X^ o
where Ki: R -^ Rj x-^-x. Let (Kh)(x) - h(-x) for all 
A E A 2(R3 C^3 X). We shall show first that h(g o K) = KAgK 
for all c^U(R). By (i)j
(È exp (it/hAg)kh)(x) 
. fexp [7/h g { ((^  ^(-X) ) ds] I det (f)^ (-jj) | (-(|>^  (-jj) ) .
The flow (j)^ ° of ° on R is given by ° - Ki o o Ki
(see the remark immediately prior to 3,2), Thus
D(()^  ^(ar) = DJ(i (c|)^  o J^uc) o D<|)^(Xia:) o D^i (jj) = XioD<()^(-jj) o ^1;
hence det (f)f ® "^ (jj) = det [ Dcj)^^(jj) ] - (det Zi ) ^ det [D<()^  (-jj) ]
 /v»11 — a /a 4- A\J
now becomes
= det [Dc()^ (-jj)] = det cj)^ (-jj). The right side of (Hi)
g { o ((j)^ ° ^ x)ds] J I det (f)^ ° ^ (jj) | % (4>^  ° ^^ x) 3exp [7/h
' 0
i.e. KAgK - A(g o K ) ,
fLet g GUrRj . Then if a > 0, K(g o L) = A(g o )
exp (i/hAf )Ag exp (-7/hAf ) by 4,1. This inCt ^ O C( 3 o
particular holds if c ^  X(R) so that we may write
Wj. - exp (-i/hAf ) j this shows that A(g o A) = (7^  AgHj.
ij CL 3 O  ij Jj
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ffor all g ^  Q(L) , If a < 0 we have h(g o L) ~ A(g o K)
f= ËA(go F ^ exp (i/hAf^ Ag exp (-7/hAf^^ A 
so that if we write 17 - exp (-i/hAf ) o X thenLj Gi j G
A(g oL) = l7~^Ac(7^ for all in this case also.
If A / C, again the first step is to identify 8 (A).
Put q = O3 p - (aq+hp)/h in (ii) to obtain
A(aq + hp) f ( ad/bq -f dp ) X (aq t bp ) = B( 0) -h (a/bq + p) Y ( 0) ,
As ad/b ~ o -h 1/b this is A(aq + bp) + (oq -h dp) X (aq + bp) 
f qZbX(aqtbp) ~ B ( 0 ) -h (a/bq + p)Y(0) and comparison with
(ii) yields q/bX (aq + bp) = B (0) - B (q) F aq/bY ( 0) t p (Y (0) - Y (q) ).
The substitution q = b^ p ~ q/b - a gives X(q) - B(0)
- B(b) f aY(b) + l/b(Y(0)- Y(b))q. Now put q = O 3 p = q/h 
in (ii) to obtain A(q) = B (0) -f- q/b(Y(0) - dX(q)) and 
consequently from the last result, A(q) = B(0)- l/b[d(B(0)
- B(b) + aY(b)) - Y(0)]q - d/b^(Y(0) - Y (b))q^, Thus we 
have proved that for c <> A to lie in U(R) we must have
X(q) = aotaiCj A(q) = az-f- a ^ q - dai/bq^ for some ao , a% ,
az, a a ^ R .  Substitution in (ii) shows that this 
condition is also sufficient and we obtain further that if
g(q^p) ~ dzf OLzq - d(Xi/bq^ + p(a(^ t a\q) (iv)
then
(g o A) (Cap) = «Z t (0060 t aa^)q - aa\/bq^ f p(dao t Aota - aiq) ,
(v)
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Q(L) is the set of functions g of the form (iv).
Any self-adjoint operator is the closure of its 
restriction to any domain which is dense in the Hilbert 
space and invariant under the one-parameter group which it 
generates. Thus if ^ = hg\CQ([{) where C q (H) is the set 
of C^-valued functions on R with compact support, we have 
kg = H , Calculation shows that
(Hh)(x) = ( + ^ ai/( 2i) + - dai/hx'^ )h(x)
h/i (aQ + aix)T)h(x) (vi)
for all If we write E\ - Af
ffz = A f Hi = Hi = (Vi) can be
written H = a^I + aoH i + azH 2 - dai/bHi + 0 .1 / 2 ( H iH 2 + B 2 H i ) .
Let
H = 0,2-1 t glqHi f (X3 H 2 - dc% i/hH\
■h a 1/2 (H \ H 2 t H 2HI ) *
H is obviously densely defined and has the property
Thus H is symmetric and hence so is its closure
H, Since and so H D H = kg vie have H C H ^ C k g ^  i.e.
Ë = Agr.
Let H^ i = W'^HiWj-^ Hi = W~^HiWj^^ H^ = W~^HW^.
Then W~^hgW^ is the closure of H and
H^ = 0.2 I+ a„H^+ assi - dai/b(H\) ^  + o.i/2(h\h\ + h\h\) .
Since also g'l = h(f^^ o L) = Af^^ -a)^
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H 2 = ^^^(0 -1) ° ^ (h -a) respective restrictions
and e \ of these operators to C^(^) are given by 
(u\h)(x) = Qxh(x) + t./idXih(x) and (h\h) (x) = ax-f h/ibT)h (x) ^ 
respectively 3 for all Hence the restriction
of to C°q (^) is given by
(k^h)(x) ~ (az - (eiiQ -h aa^)x
- aai/bx^ ) h(x) + h/i (doiQ -h hdz - aix)'Dh(x) , (vii)
However, (v) and the same argument that led to (vi) shows 
that E^ as given by (vii) is equal to K(g o L)\Cq (^) and 
moreover A(g o L) = ~E^, Thus W^^KgWj^ ~ E^ ^  = h(g o L),
Since W^^AgWj^ and A(go L) and both self-adjoint, it 
follows that W'l^AgWj. = ^(g o L). This completes the proof
Ij  Jb
of the theorem.
Let A be admissible and put
Fry; {foL: /eury;^ Lesp(v)}.
Clearly U(v) CjfCi/) » We extend A from U r y; to ^(V) by 
defining, in the notation of 8.6^ A(foL) to be 
W~l^AfW (f^U(V)), To show that this definition isjU Jj
possible it is only necessary to check that
W'l^  ~ ly” ^ whenever f^^^SU(v)L I L I 1/2 ^ 2
and o  Li -  o  Lz for some A i  Lz ^ Sp (V) , But
o i l  -  o  Lz implies ~  o Li o Lz^ and by
the hypothesis of admissibility Af^^^ = i y ^ i  A / ^ ^ i .
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1Since, however, IV^. ,-1Ag'fy. _-i - Af^o L\o Lz ) =■^ l"2 ^ \Lz
h(go Li)W~^ = y. W~^hgW^ V:^ for all g e I (v), by theLz Iv 2 Lz L\ '' L\ Lz
hypothesis of admissibility of A we also have
= y W~~^ . Hence = W~^hf^^^WLz L\ L\ Lz Lz Lz L\ L\
If f G U(V) then f o L ^  U(v) for any L ^  S p (V),
Also , f ~ g o L' for some g ^ ^(V) ^ L^ ^  Sp (V) , Thus 
A(foL) = A(g oL* q L) = "(^hich, by an argument
similar to that just given, is the same as 
W~'^W~\kgW^ ,W^ = W~^K(goL')W^ = W'^hfW^. Thus theL L L L L L L L
following theorem has been proved.
9.2 Theorem
Let A he an admissible quantization soheme on V with 
values the self-adgoint operators in 1C. Then A oan be 
extended to F(yj in such a way that for each L ^Sp(V) 
there exists a unitary mapping Wj^ : 1C 1C with the property 
A(fo L) = Wj^^AfWj^ for all f^^(V), This extension is the 
unique one with this property.
(Observe also that U(yj is completely symmetric with 
respect to ^q' and ’p ’.)
This result has obvious theoretical significance.
We are not concerned here with the determination of in 
the general case, nor with seeing what the set of 
functions F^yj looks like (simple examples will show that
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the form of these functions is exceedingly diverse). Nor 
are we concerned with possible extensions or generalisations 
of our entire theory. There is no space even to hint at 
these.
We shall conclude by working out two examples.
First, let us take y = R and identify R"^  with R as in the 
proof of P.j?. Suppose, for some reason, we wish to 
attach an operator to the classical observable
f(qjp) = (p -h q) ^  + (p^ - q^ ) sech ( q-h p ) .
As it stands, f is not a member of UCR). However, if
there is L^Sp(^) such that fo 2} E U (R; then we shall 
have fGUfH) and we shall be able to incorporate / within 
the scope of an extended admissible quantization scheme.
Let 2? E b 0^ and define L(q^p) - ( aq - p/b ^ (b - a) q-h 
p/b) , Then L E^pfR) and we have
(f O L) (q^p) ~ b^q^ f [b(b - 2a) q'^  f 2qp] sech (bq) .
It can be shown that / o l E U f R ; ^  so that if A is any 
admissible quantization scheme on R we can write 
h(foL) = W'^kfWj. or hf = W^A(f oDW^^- Given A on 
UCR; we can be assured that the operator Af we shall 
obtain in this way will be independent of choice of 
L (i.e. of a and b) and, for fixed will be independent 
of choice of This said, we might as well take
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h = 1 ^ a = so that (fo L) (q^p) - q^ + 2qp sech q.
If A is canonical, we have, formally
K(foL) - i-h/i [ 2x sech x ^  f
^ (2 sech X -- 2x sech x tanh x) \ .
Hence
Kf - W^[x^-hh./i (2x sech x-^i- sech x - x  sech x tanh 
where L(q^p) ~ (q/2-p^ q/2 + p).
As a more familiar example we shall ’quantize’ the 
components of the vector commonly denoted where
£ is the linear momentum vector and ^ the angular 
momentum vector of a single particle. The case in point 
is y ~ and
( E i ( q ^ p ) 2 ( q ^ p ) z ( q ^ p ) ) =
C?^p3 - q^pz^q^Pi - q^p3,q^pz- q^pi),
relative to the standard bases of R® and Let
£ X £ =: Then, for example,
Sz(q^p) = piNz(q^p) - p2N\(q:,p) =
-pip^q^ - PiP3q^ t (pi + pl)q^ *
Let G 0 be the ordinary Euclidean inner product on R ^ , 
i.e. G^(e,.e.) - 6 .. where (e.)\ _ is the standard basis.% 3 ^ '1'=!
Then L defined by L(q^p) = (Gl^p^-Goq) is in Sp(^^),
In component form we have
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L(q'^  ,q'^  ,q^ ,pi,P 2 ,pz) = <p i ,P z,p 3 ,-q^,-q^ >-q^ ) ,
SO that S3 o L is given by
2 2
( S 3 0  L)(q:,p) = -q^q'^Vi - q ^ q ^ p i - h  (q^ t q^ )p3-
It is easily seen that S 3 0  I E U f R ^ ; hence «FsEUfR^j.
If A is any admissible quantization scheme on R ^ , then 
ArSa o L) = WpkSiWj^ or ASa = y^Afga o L ) W p . We shall 
assume that A is canonical and X is Lebesque measure on 
R^ . Calculation shows that is the unitary extension 
to all of f 2 CR x; of its restriction to
jCirR^C'",x;n given by
(Wj^h)(x) = rsirh;"^/^
for all h in this domain. For it easily verified that 
w Z.'^ S(z )Wt = S(l ''^ z )* Following immediately from thisj j  I j
are the formal results = h/i
y = with obvious notation (k = 1^,2,3),L àx^ L
§5)
Formally, we have (see the remarks at the end of
h(S3 o L) = h/i -h (x^ +x^ ) -^3
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so that
A(S,) = V ^ A ( S , o L ) W p  = 2;-V^xn
“ “ Tx^ ■'' ^ '’âœ* - œ V ]
and, in general,
A ( s p  = hMCx^g|-i f x^^2 + x ' ^ 3  + - x^V^] Ck = 1,2,3).
Note that the formal expression for A(Szo L) can be 
written
k(S 3 o L) ^ -%{
-a:2.Virx"^3 - ' tVirx^-^a - x'^z^x^
9 _ 1 9 1^1-h/frx^^x - x ' ^ a J x  ] }
so that
h(Sz) -
32^ 13
i.e. the same as obtained in conventional quantum 
mechanics by *symmetrisation’. (Let us not be led into 
thinking that the purpose of our whole programme has been 
to prove this.)
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APPENDIX
For reference purposes we give here an explicit
description of the elements of Sp(V). If A: V-^Vj
B: C: V V: are linear maps, define
A^: B^: : F D*; F F by
A^p,q = p.Aq^ p.B^p^ = p*,Bp^ C^q,q’ = Cq',q^ p.D^q = D p , q 
for all q^ q ' E F^ p_, p ’Ey^. Let I be the identity on F .
It follows from (18) that a linear map L: F x F* F x ^
(q^p) -^ (Aq + Bp^Cq + Dp) is in Sp(V) iff
-  B^D^ C^A - A^C^
D^A - B^C = A^D  -  C^B =
Since L" ^ is the map (q^p) (D^q - B^p^ -C^q-hA^p) and 
L'^ExS’pCFj, it follows from the above relations that 
CD^ = DC=^  AB=^  =
AD^ - BC^ DA^ - CB^ =
also hold.
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